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Abstract
The Alaska Oil & Gas industry has a limited labor pool which creates a high demand for 
talented individuals. As a result competition is fierce among the companies in the Alaska's Oil 
and Gas industry. Furthermore, companies devote considerable resources to recruiting and 
training talent, only to see individuals leave for a competitor or Alaska altogether; individuals 
who exhibit potential for leadership are difficult to retain. Individuals with experience in all 
aspects of Arctic projects, from engineering through operations, are in high demand. Despite 
this, some of largest employers in Alaska do not have solidified long term programs for 
developing talent in these areas. There is a need for the contractor companies in Alaska's Oil & 
Gas industry to develop and implement a plan which would ultimately result in the retention of 
talented, skilled employees.
This project produced a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement 
competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas 
contractor industry. The produced framework focused on job movement with aspects of 
mentorship and applicable higher education. Through use of the this framework, employees 
would become highly trained and dedicated to their Alaska Oil & Gas employer as they received 
high quality and diverse experiences while developing long term relationships with mentors 
dedicated to the success of the participant and Alaska's economy. The primary outcome of 
framework implementation would be increased retention of high potential individuals. The 
desired secondary outcomes would be a more knowledgeable workforce and increased cross 
business collaboration.
Keywords: Alaska, North Slope, Construction, Oil & Gas, Retention, Employee 
Development, Training, Job Rotation, Mentorship, Career Development
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A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL
INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY 
Introduction
Project Purpose and Deliverables
The Alaska Oil & Gas industry has a limited labor pool which creates a high demand for 
talented individuals. Furthermore, individuals who exhibit potential for leadership are difficult 
to retain. Individuals with experience in all aspects of Arctic Oil & Gas construction, from 
engineering through operations, are in high demand. Despite this, some of largest employers in 
Alaska do not have solidified long term programs for developing talent in these areas. There is 
considerable need for the contractor companies in Alaska's Oil and Gas Industry to develop and 
implement a plan which will ultimately result in the retention of talented, skilled employees. 
This project produced a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement 
competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. 
Key aspects of the framework are job movement, mentorship best practices, and applicable 
higher education.
Research was conducted to support development of the following deliverables:
• A framework for a multi-year development program tailored to the Alaska Oil & Gas 
Industry.
• A final presentation for all involved stakeholders.
Project Objective
This project produced a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement 
competitive long term development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry.
If the project deliverables are implemented the desired outcomes are increased retention of 
high potential individuals, a more knowledgeable workforce and increased cross business 
collaboration.
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Methodology
Stakeholder Identification
Research for this project began with identification of the project sponsor. With the 
assistance of the project sponsor, key stakeholders were identified. Stakeholders were 
categorized as either internal or external stakeholders. Internal stakeholders are directly 
involved with the project, while external stakeholders are not. The influence and interest of 
each stakeholder was determined and the result of the power to interest ratio graphed. Early 
identification of stakeholders was key to the success of the project. Appendix A contains a full 
list of stakeholders, complete with internal/external, influence, and interest classifications. To 
maintain anonymity and confidentiality, twelve subject matter experts (SMEs) have been 
consolidated into three stakeholder groups.
Exhibit 1: Stakeholder Power Interest Grid (Source: Ryan Loomis)
Exhibit 1 shows the distribution of all stakeholders' power and interest in the project. 
Those determined to have high power and/or interest were involved early in the planning 
stage. The input and insight from these key stakeholders was critical in the development of a 
clear scope statement and project charter. In addition these critical stakeholders, as identified 
in red in Exhibit 1, were engaged at regular intervals throughout project execution.
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Stakeholders with lower power and interest were engaged after the project scope was 
established and were then provided status updates as needed.
Project Scope
A project scope statement was drafted utilizing key stakeholder input. The scope 
statement outlined project deliverables and exclusions. The finalized scope statement is as 
follows.
This project produced three deliverables:
1. A project management plan detailing exactly how the project was executed.
2. A final project report.
3. A framework for a multi-year development program targeting high potential
individuals in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. The produced framework focuses on job 
movement every 18-24 months. Additionally this framework incorporates 
mentorship best practices and applicable higher education. The framework came 
from analysis of a compilation of sources, including self-conducted literature reviews 
and interviews with relevant individuals.
The planning of this project began August 29th, 2014 with the execution completed by 
December 15st, 2015.
This project excludes the following:
• This project did not include implementation of the development program.
• This framework is not tailored to a specific company, resource, or individual.
• This project did not include a training associated with applying or handing off the 
documentation.
• This project did not include a financial breakdown or cost analysis.
• There was no real world test on the effectiveness of the designed program.
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Research Approach
Project research began with a literature review of existing documents. Upon completion 
of this literature review a research proposal to add to the existing body of knowledge was 
drafted. Once the research proposal was approved interviews were conducted with SMEs.
Research approval. Prior to beginning research, the project manager was required to 
obtain approval from the University of Alaska Anchorage Institutional Review Board (IRB). To 
obtain approval the project manager compiled a submittal package containing an IRB 
Submission Form, Interview Consent Form, and Interview Protocols. The Interview protocols 
contained question sets for the three categories of SMEs: managers, potential participants, and 
program executors. The approved IRB submission package is included in Appendix B, approved 
survey consent form is included in Appendix C, and question sets are provided in Appendices D, 
E and F. This project includes a literature review of existing programs and publications, and 
interviews with SMEs.
Interview execution. With the assistance of the project sponsor, the project manager 
gathered a list of SMEs to target for interviews. This list was compiled based on three key 
factors. First the project manager identified managers who would potentially support a multi­
year development program. Second, the project manager identified high potential individuals 
who would directly participate in such a program. Finally the project manager looked for 
individuals who have executed similar programs in the past. A similar program was defined as a 
structured and documented program focused on professional development lasting longer than 
6 months. For managers and potential participants in a development program, target 
individuals were employed by contractor organizations in Alaska's Oil & Gas industry. For 
existing programs a broader group was defined, incorporating experts from producer 
companies and non-industry specific programs.
All interviewees were emailed a consent form and list of interview questions the day 
prior to the interview. Signed consent forms were received from all interviewees prior to 
beginning the interview. All interviews were conducted in person with notes taken on the 
project manager's computer. Follow-up questions and clarifications were handled via email or 
in person, with all documents saved on the project manager's computer.
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12 Interviews were held, with some interviewees responding to multiple question sets. 
The subjects interviewed had of the following expertise:
• 8 Managers;
• 4 Potential participants;
• 2 Executors of similar programs.
Initially the project set a goal of 15 interviews out of 20 targeted potential sources. 
However, due to time constraints and other logistical considerations, 12 interviews were 
conducted with SMEs. The 12 completed interviews were deemed sufficient to provide data 
input to the framework. The project manager coded each transcript and then broke out the 
transcripts into common themes.
Literature Review
Introduction
The literature review for this project specifically targeted documentation containing 
aspects relevant to a multi-year development program for high potential individuals in an 
Alaska Oil & Gas contractor company. Documentation was identified specifically pertaining to 
existing programs, understanding generational differences affecting mentorship, understanding 
career paths, and assessment options.
Existing Programs
Two programs currently existing in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry were identified and 
reviewed. Both programs contain aspects applicable to a multi-year development program for 
an Alaskan contractor company. No existing multi-year program related to employee 
development and retention was identified within an Alaskan contractor company. Due to 
proprietary and confidential information the sources and specific details of both existing 
programs are anonymous.
Multi-year, global program. A similar program operated by an Oil & Gas production 
company was reviewed. This program was multi-year with participants moving globally for job 
opportunities predetermined by program management.
The goal of this program was to develop technically competent and autonomous 
professionals in a specific discipline who understood the broader business goals. This includes
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development of discipline competencies and professional skills. The program documentation 
provides a detailed guide for participants to navigate the program, and includes an overview of 
the program, discipline specific information, logbook examples, and necessary forms.
Participants in this program typically fill two roles over the course of the program, each 
for 18 to 24 month. The role duration, type, and quantity varies depending on the individual's 
needs. Discipline-defined competency levels must be attained to graduate from the program. 
Participants are expected to earn one promotion during their time in the program. The overall 
program typically lasts three years and includes a minimum of one field oriented assignment.
A logbook is the primary documentation for proving competency development, and a 
personal development plan provides the framework for identifying competency gaps and 
training needs. The format of the log book is determined by the discipline. Despite format, 
each logged experience must be mapped to applicable desired competencies.
In addition to job rotation, this program included structured training, proactive 
support/coaching, and regular assessments with feedback. The mentorship aspect of the 
program, referred to as coaching, includes the supervisor, a technical coach, discipline 
managers, the Upstream Challenge Programme manager, and regional human resource 
representative.
Each participant was required to have a detailed individual development plan with a 
career map. The individual development plan was initially completed upon entry to the 
program and updated yearly.
The program spent a significant amount of time on formalized training, including 
discipline specific and non-technical trainings. In addition, there is an offsite mandatory event 
held for new challenge participants each year, with the primary focus of building a network 
while gaining exposure to multi-disciplinary teams and techniques.
Single year, local program. An existing program operated by an Alaskan contractor 
company was reviewed. This program duration was a single year and existed outside of current 
job assignments. The purpose of this program was to offer accelerated development and 
knowledge while providing leadership opportunities. This program was a local feeder program 
for a larger, global program. Included in this program were the development of an extensive
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individual development plan, monthly meetings, an ad hoc project, and exposure to corporate 
leadership.
Participants in this program completed a strengths and weaknesses assessment along 
with a participant skills overview document. Five mentor meetings were required along with 
attendance at three mandatory trainings. Participants were grouped into teams who then 
completed a leadership project and presented the results to executive management. These 
projects were overseen by a mid to high level manager. To manage the participant's progress, 
six check-in meetings were scheduled. Additionally, leadership involvement in the local 
community was required. This took the form of professional society or volunteerism efforts in 
which a participant was an acknowledge leader.
Existence of these programs is evidence that businesses in Alaska value employee 
development. Furthermore, these existing programs provide insight into aspects of a successful 
program, which provides a basis for development of a customized multi-year development 
framework tailored to contractor companies in Alaska's Oil & Gas industry.
Understanding Generational Differences
Further literature reviews for the project focused on generational aspects of employee 
development. There are many terms for each generation, with the date ranges for each varying 
among sources. In this literature review and for this project the generations have been defined 
according to the book Generations at Work: Managing the Clash of Boomers, Gen Xers, Gen 
Yers in the Workplace by Ron Zemke, Claire Raines, and Bob Filipczak. Traditionalists were born 
before 1943, Baby Boomers were born between 1943 and 1960, Generation Xers were born 
between 1960 and 1980, and Millennials were born after 1980. Generation end points overlap 
by three or four years, however for the sake of clarity the authors have provided concise dates 
(Zemke, Raines, & Filipczak, 2013).
The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) published a survey report in 
2004 on generational differences. In the Generational Differences Survey Report the survey 
analyst, Mary Elizabeth Burke, "explored advantages and disadvantages that HR professionals 
observe due to an intergenerational workforce; the types, frequency and severity of 
intergenerational conflict in the workplace; and solutions HR professionals use to address and
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prevent intergenerational conflict" (Burke, 2004, p. iv). According to this survey the workforces 
consist of, on average, 10% traditionalists, 44% Baby Boomers, 34% Generation Xers, and 12% 
Millennials (Burke, 2004, p. v).
While acknowledging a multigenerational workforce is a reality, Burke states the 
"advantages of an intergenerational workforce outweigh any disadvantages" (p. vii). Quality of 
work was reported to be higher in intergenerational work environments and good working 
relationships between generations is "critical in ensuring that... institutional knowledge is not 
lost as older workers retire" (Burke, 2004, p. 5). The most common topic of conflict between 
generations is in regards to the perception of employee dedication. "Older generations may 
view willingness to work long hours, professionalism and punctuality as defining employee 
dedication, while younger generations seem more likely to view dedication in relation to the 
quality and quantity of work completed" (Burke, 2004, p. 4). Conflict also arises from the 
generational perception of change. Younger generations are eager to challenge the standard 
way of approaching every situation. Older generations are perceived as slow or reluctant to 
change and resentful of challenges by younger generations, especially if they perceive their 
experience is not valued. Many conflicts from work ethic and varying definitions of 
professionalism manifest in the form of technology. Younger generations are more apt to 
utilize quickly advancing technologies to supplement work habits or change working methods, 
which can introduce conflict with older generation's perception of professionalism and a typical 
work day (Burke, 2004, p. 5). Understanding these generational differences has become more 
important as it becomes more common for older generations to report to a younger generation 
manager.
16
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At your organization, does any employee report to a manager or 
supervisor who is a member of a younger generation than the 
employee?
(n
Exhibit 2: Reporting to a Younger Manager (Burke, 2004, p. 6)
Exhibit 2 from the Generational Differences Survey Report shows 90% of the 256 respondents 
have managers younger than their direct reports (Burke, 2004, p. 6). As younger managers 
oversee older generations, conflicts can arise around communication methods such as phone 
versus email along with generationally consistent work habits.
In An Examination of the Role of Age in Mentoring Relationships authors Finkelstein, 
Allen, and Rhoton (2003) take their analysis a step beyond reporting relationships and 
addresses mentorship. Traditional mentoring relationship are described as a senior, 
experienced individual providing a younger employee with career support, feedback, and 
direction. While this is still typical Finkelstein, Allen, and Rhoton (2003) discuss the increasingly 
common situation of mentors younger than the protege. Benefits of this situation include 
expanded networking opportunities, increased respect, greater levels of knowledge sharing, 
and a positive work environment. Difficulties with this type of mentorship relationship come 
from jealousy of the younger mentor's career and uncertainties of the depth of the mentor's 
knowledge and experience (pp. 249, 252-255).
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A unique aspect of the younger generation is a focus on their own career opposed to
the older generation's loyalty to a company. In companies where a substantial amount of high
level positions are held by older generations, the younger generations sometimes feel this
reduces advancement opportunity, as shown in Exhibit 3.
Has your organization faced retention issues among Generation X or 
Nerter professionals who feel they are not able to advance in their 
careers because Veteran generation and Baby Boomer employees 
already hold the high-level positions in the company?
(n = 252)
Don't Know 13%
No
40%
m
■
Yes
42%
Exhibit 3: Retention of Generation Xers and Millennials (Burke, 2004, p. 8)
Burke identifies 42% of human resource professionals have seen issues with retaining 
Generation Xers and Millennials due to a lack of advancement opportunities into positions held 
by the older generations. Furthermore, this picture increases drastically within large 
organizations of over 500 employees. Almost two thirds of surveyed individuals in companies 
larger than 500 employees have faced retention challenges among the younger generations 
(Burke, 2004, p. 9). The Deloitte survey Talent 2020: Surveying the Talent Paradox from the 
Employee Perspective by Kwan, Neveras, Schwartz, Pelster, Erickson, and Szpaichler found, "just 
over one-quarter of all Millennials surveyed (26%, age 31 and younger) reported that they plan 
to leave their employers at some time in the next year—the highest of any generational group" 
(2012, p. 2). As indicated by Burke and the findings of the Deloitte survey, providing 
Generation Xers and Millennials with a path to advance in the company is critical in their 
retention.
Insight gained by understanding how generational issues affect employee retention is 
important to the development of the development program this paper proposes. Mentorship
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between generations is one method of bridging the generational divide. Individuals would 
develop insight into their coworkers, potentially increasing loyalty to those coworkers and the 
company. With increased exposure and understanding of peers the likelihood of employee 
engagement and retention increases.
Understanding the Importance of Career Paths
Defined career paths and career ladders provide employees with a method to 
understand progression options within a company. As defined by Bliss (2015) in the article 
Developing Employee Career Paths and Ladders "career paths encompass varied forms of career 
progression, including the traditional vertical career ladders, dual career ladders, horizontal 
career lattices, career progression outside the organization and encore careers"
(Bliss, 2015). Bliss discussed how employer provided communication regarding avenues for 
advancement within a company provides employees with a feeling of engagement while 
fostering growth. While 73% percent of leadership understands the importance of fostering 
employee development only 49% of employees report their managers are successful at 
communicating career path opportunities. While 85% of CEOs state talent management is a 
business priority only twenty percent report involvement in talent management and only ten 
percent confer with their board of directors (Bliss, 2015).
Key findings from the Deloitte Talent 2020: Surveying the Talent Paradox from the 
Employee Perspective show 27% of "surveyed employees who are planning to switch companies 
cited a lack of career progress" (Kwan, et al., 2012, p. 1) as the reason for leaving a company. 
21% of respondents cited lack of challenge in the current job as the reason to leave the 
company. On the other hand, 42% of the respondents cited a promotion or job advancement 
as the second most popular incentive for employees to stay at their current company (Kwan, et 
al., 2012, p. 6).
As lack of career progress is a top contributor to turnover, career mapping is a tool 
suggested. The three steps of career mapping are:
1. Assessment of the individual's knowledge, skills, experiences, and interests.
2. Creating a personalized career map capitalizing on past experience and including 
potential lateral moves.
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3. Continuously exploring job opportunities within a company (Bliss, 2015).
Use of career mapping in combination with job rotation can be highly effective in 
providing career enrichment. Job rotation is defined as "the systematic movement of 
employees from job to job within an organization" (Bliss, 2015). In formal development 
programs, job rotation offers promising employees a comprehensive view of the organization 
through planned and customized assignments. These rotations can be highly effective in 
engaging low level employees by providing perspective and variety. Preparation and 
communication are identified as critical aspects key to the success of any rotational program 
(Bliss, 2015). Based on findings by Bliss and the Deloitte study, incorporation of career planning 
and job rotation into a multi-year development program would improve participant 
engagement in the company while increasing the probability of retaining the individual. 
Leadership Assessments
Assessments provide a baseline to build upon and measure results against. Assessments 
can take multiple forms and are integrated into American society from an early age in the 
education system. For this literature review a leadership assessment was reviewed for ability 
to provide a baseline for program performance. While discipline specific assessments tackle 
technical abilities, leadership assessments identify an individual's strengths and weaknesses in 
terms applicable to high level management.
The Center for Creative Leadership (2015) offers a 360-degree Leadership Assessment. 
The Center for Creative Leadership has been involved in hundreds of thousands of leadership 
assessments. The Center for Creative Leadership claims:
360-degree feedback is a method of systematically collecting opinions about an 
individual's performance from a wide range of coworkers. This could include peers, 
direct reports, the boss, the boss's peers — along with people outside the organization, 
such as customers. The benefit of collecting data of this kind is that the person gets to 
see a panorama of perceptions rather than just self-perception, which affords a more 
complete picture. (Center for Creative Leadership, 2015)
As explained in the syllabus for the University of Alaska Anchorage course Advanced 
Leadership, the 360-degree Leadership Assessment provides a "profile that allows participants
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to fully understand their performance as a leader. The assessment assists [participants] in 
raising their awareness of the multiple dimensions of leadership within themselves" (Donson, 
2015, p. 2). This type of leadership assessment would be valuable in selecting participants for a 
development program targeting high potential individuals while simultaneously providing a 
baseline for measuring participant progress.
Conclusion
While substantial information exists in regards to employee retention, career path 
development, and development programs, little of the data is specific to contractor companies 
in Alaska's Oil & Gas industry. There is no existing contractor multi-year development program 
to utilize, and existing research does not adequately detail the needs and complexities of this 
industry. As such, this project conducted research on the state of contractor companies in the 
Alaska Oil & Gas industry along with the concerns and needs of companies in this industry. The 
results of this research created a new resource specifically taking into account the unique 
characteristics and needs of Alaskan contractor companies.
Data
Data was collected from twelve interview sources in two question formats -  open ended 
questions and ranking questions. As interviews were completed, bulleted summaries of the 
transcripts were compared.
Open Ended Questions
For open ended questions, terms and ideas common to more than one interview were 
identified. As interviews progressed, each interview was compared to prior interviews to 
identify additional commonalities. Once all twelve interviews were completed and all 
commonalities identified, each was quantified by number of SMEs expressing that idea. These 
common terms and thoughts were then grouped into themes with supporting ideas. Each 
theme and associated ideas was ranked by number of occurrences.
Ranking Questions
Ranking questions were presented to SMEs using a scale of one to ten with one meaning 
irrelevant and ten meaning important. These results were then placed on a line graph. By 
utilizing the line graph, answers were analyzed for frequency and grouping.
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Findings
Analysis of the interview data resulted in themes fitting within two categories: the 
current state of the Alaska Oil & Gas contractor industry and the features of a multi-year 
development program specific to the Alaska Oil & Gas contractor industry. Within each 
category common questions/topics were identified.
State of the Alaska Oil & Gas contractor industry
• Why do individuals stay or leave a company?
• What is important for career growth and achieving success?
• What roadblocks to advancement exist in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry?
• Is higher education viewed as necessary for career progression?
• What are some mentorship lessons learned for contractors in Alaska's Oil & Gas 
industry?
Multi-year development program
• What components should a multi-year development program for contractors in 
Alaska's Oil & Gas industry include?
• What are the desired outcomes/benefits of such a program?
• Are there barriers to execution/implementation?
In addition, every SME was asked the following question:
On a scale of 1-10, how important are formal development opportunities to growing
and retaining an individual?
SMEs answered this question in one of two ways. They either spoke to the value they 
personally place on formal development opportunities in their own careers or to the value they 
believe others around them place on formal development. These results were graphed on two 
separate line charts.
State of the Alaska Oil & Gas Contractor Industry
SMEs discussed their experiences in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Common themes 
identified in these responses were factors contributing to staying at or leaving a company, 
characteristics the SMEs possess that allowed them to succeed in this industry, and roadblocks 
to success specific to contractors in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry.
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Factors enticing individuals to stay at a company. After interviewing many qualified SMEs 
with a variety of experiences and tenures common themes emerged.
58% of all SMEs cited challenges and opportunities as a reason they stay with their 
current employer. Specifically, challenges and opportunities ranged from a series of 
progressive roles within a single project to managing a diverse range of projects or the 
opportunity to be involved in multiple disciplines within a project. Additionally, all of those 
SMEs specifically valued exposure to multiple business areas and roles. Furthermore, SMEs 
working for companies that offered multiple services in an industry or across multiple industries 
valued the opportunity to be engaged in multiple business sectors.
Another factor relating to employee retention cited by 58% of SMEs was fair 
compensation. The belief that the current benefit package was competitive in the current 
market was strengthened by periodic offers received from headhunters offering weaker 
compensation packages. SMEs felt fair compensation included factors such as benefits and 
progressive career opportunities in addition to a competitive salary. Employee retention was 
not impacted by salary alone, but rather overall compensation and perceived career growth 
opportunities.
The personal relationships an employee built within a company was another factor 
related to retention, as mentioned by 50% of SMEs. Specifically, loyalty to either an individual, 
an expectation, or a work commitment. Of these SMEs, half mentioned their direct supervisor 
by name as a determining factor.
Finally, job satisfaction was a factor related to job commitment brought up by over a 
third of all SMEs. SMEs specifically focused on a clear feeling of contributing to company 
success, enjoyment of the work, and strong communication from leadership that the employee 
was valued.
Factors leading individuals to leave a company. In line with factors enticing individuals to 
remain at a company, fully 58% of SMEs cited lack of challenge as a reason they have left 
employers in the past. This took many forms, including a combination of limited/stagnant 
career growth with the current employer coupled with apparent new and exciting opportunities 
elsewhere. Two managers specifically mentioned hitting the proverbial glass ceiling; due to
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education, supervision, or culture, they perceived no further advancement opportunities 
existed within their current company.
A third of SMEs ceased employment with a company due to actual or perceived risk to 
their employment status. Of these SMEs, 60% left companies due to job elimination by layoff or 
bankruptcy. Another 40% of the SMEs left jobs due to the belief their long term employability 
was at risk as the result of changing company objectives or projects ending.
A shift in the overall company focus was the primary reason senior managers left a 
company. This included elimination of part of the organization, a disagreement regarding the 
direction the company was taking, or a belief the company was harming itself due to a culture 
of bad business rules and political decisions.
Characteristics important to success. When asked to identify a single or set of top factors 
contributing to success, two thirds of all SMEs attributed success to personality and maturity. 
Specifically work ethic was cited by half of these SMEs. These SMEs stated their desire to take 
on a challenge, get the job done, and deliver on commitments as factors critical to success. In 
addition to work ethic, entrepreneurial spirit was a common theme which focused around the 
desire to constantly improve one's career position by improving the company. Other personal 
and maturity factors mentioned were enthusiasm and humbleness.
Broad exposure to multiple aspects of a project, industry, and roles was mentioned by 
50% of SMEs as a factor related to success. This included the flexibility to move locations and 
the ability to learn skills first hand.
Another factor to success cited by 50% of SMEs mentioned related to a support 
network. Half of these SMEs mentioned having worked for managers who empowered them, 
provided autonomy, growth, challenges, and recognition. In addition, half mentioned a strong 
network of both internal and external relationships which provided a broad set of resources to 
tap into for support and information. Also mentioned was identification of the right mentor, 
and working for leaders who have experience doing the jobs they are managing.
Communication skills was a success factor mentioned by 33% of SMEs, including the 
ability to manage confrontation. Specific examples included managing a client, having the 
courage to say and do the 'right' thing, or being persistent when pursuing an answer or result.
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Additionally, the ability to ask questions, regardless of the apparent simplicity, and then 
listening to people was also mentioned by a SME.
Roadblocks to success in the Alaska Oil& Gas contractor industry. Roadblocks to success 
identified by SMEs fell into three interrelated categories: Alaska is a small, remote, and isolated 
market; bureaucracy; and the individual themselves.
While many of the contractor companies in the Oil & Gas industry are Alaska's largest 
companies, the employee head count is relatively small. As such, Alaska doesn't offer as many 
opportunities for employment as other locations in the United States and globally. Half of all 
SMEs referenced the limits associated with the small market. There is a small set of players and 
talent competing for limited managerial positions. Additionally, this market type creates a 
bureaucratic culture in which it is hard to break into the industry, and cross barriers (roles, 
projects, etc.) within the industry. The consensus among SMEs is contractor companies in 
Alaska's Oil & Gas industry do not foster much in the way of cross business group collaboration. 
Despite offering many services in many different industries, contractor companies operate their 
Oil & Gas support services in distinct silos.
Multiple SMEs indicated Alaska is an isolated market, and as a result there are 
bureaucratic undercurrents which keep individuals from advancing. 58% of SMEs spoke at great 
length of the "Good ol' boy" culture permeating the Alaska Oil & Gas industry, which limits 
opportunities for all but a select few. This culture also results in examples of individuals who 
have a role based on nepotism over skillset and value. As managers hire people they know and 
trust, positions are often filled prior to formally being opened. Concern was expressed by these 
SMEs that many managers have their role because they have always had that role, with little 
regard for performance, advancement, and achievement. Two additional SMEs discussed 
"blockers", or individuals who have no intention of moving beyond their current management 
role. These managers create a plug or block in the flow of talent, forcing competent 
subordinates to either change careers/companies or be content at their current level. An 
additional two SMEs addressed the subject of pigeonholing. Pigeonholing occurs when an 
individual is unable to advance because they are stuck in a specific role by a manager. This 
occurs when managers are primary motivated by a desire to keep an individual in a specific role
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because the job gets done, rather than developing and supporting an employee's long term 
potential. When there is a limited amount of competent people to do a specific role, managers 
can become hesitant to advance the individual as that position would be hard to fill. On top of 
the 'in crowd' culture and small talent pool, the geographical isolation associated with the 
North Slope can result in an out of sight out of mind mentality for management in the home 
offices often based in Anchorage or out of state.
One SME made the statement "the greatest roadblock to advancement is the person 
themselves." This SME's sentiment was echoed by a third of all interviewed SMEs. These SMEs 
spoke at great length of the initiative required to seek out the next opportunity or assignment. 
Individuals need to make themselves and their goals visible, something two SMEs mentioned 
can be difficult for introverted individuals.
Importance of Formal Development Opportunities
All SMEs were asked the following question:
On a scale of 1-10, how important are formal development opportunities in growing 
and retaining an individual?
SMEs addressed this question in two ways -  as it pertains to themselves and as they 
believe it pertains to others. Exhibit 4 shows most SMEs believe formal development 
opportunities are important for others.
©-------------  o
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Importance of Formal Development Opportunities in Growing and Retaining Other Individuals
Exhibit 4: Importance of Formal Development Opportunities in Growing and Retaining Other
Individuals (Source: Ryan Loomis)
While SMEs found formal development opportunities to be important in retaining and growing 
high potential individuals, not all SMEs found formal development opportunities to be a factor 
in their own retention and success.
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Importance of Formal Development Opportunities in Growing and Retaining Oneself
Exhibit 5: Importance of Formal Development Opportunities in Growing and Retaining Oneself
(Source: Ryan Loomis)
As indicated in Exhibit 5, SMEs ranking development opportunities high for themselves and 
others spoke at length about utilizing formalized programs to increase technological expertise 
while challenging employees. Offering a formalized program gives an impression of investment 
to those participating, increasing the likelihood they will stay with the company.
Among SMEs classified as managers an interesting discrepancy between results 
appeared. One SME clarified these formalized opportunities are good for high potential 
individuals with ambition for executive leadership, whereas individuals who are high 
performing without the drive for executive management roles will get less value from a 
formalized development opportunity. Five SMEs felt formal development opportunities were 
not important for themselves, while another two were somewhat indifferent toward formalized 
development trainings, stating the opportunities to learn by trial and error while contributing 
was more important.
Multi-Year Development Program
SMEs discussed how a multi-year development program would work in an Alaska Oil & 
Gas contractor company. SMEs identified specific components necessary for a program to be 
successful. Duration of a both the program and the job assignments within the program was a 
common topic. Benefits resulting from an effective program were identified, along with 
barriers for implementation and long term success of the program.
Components. Key components of a multi-year development program targeting high 
potential individuals, as identified by SMEs, are:
• Exposure
• Accountability
• Personalization
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• Mentorship
• Education/Training
Exposure. Exposure to a range of experiences was discussed by all SMEs. A third of 
SMEs addressed at length the importance of exposure to multiple departments and roles. Two 
SMEs specified that in addition to field experience, participants of a multi-year development 
program should have exposure to the support functions such as HR, procurement, finance, 
legal, and business development. In addition participants would need to spend enough time in 
a position to learn, improve, and transition.
Half of SMEs discussed the value of exposure to a diverse range of individuals. This is 
obtained through trainings, travel opportunities, ad hoc projects outside of the current project 
or home office, and communication of the participants names across departments and 
locations.
Ad hoc tasks and projects outside of the everyday assignment was discussed in length by 
six SMEs. These one-off projects provide participants the opportunity to lead. This was deemed 
important as participants would need to spend some time as a leader, be responsible for 
delivering results safety, and take ownership of an outcome. This gives participants a chance to 
struggle, overcome challenges, and learn new skills while gaining exposure to new parts of the 
business. According to three SMEs, these ad hoc projects are important because they also 
provided a teambuilding experience both within and outside of the company. A participant 
gains experience communicating with a diverse range of individuals in various disciplines and in 
community outreach exercises.
Accountability. SMEs familiar with execution of development programs spoke of the 
need for participant accountability. In addition, two participant level SMEs spoke of 
frustrations associated with lack of evidence to support achievements in prior experiences. The 
consensus of these SMEs is a program must have a structured communication plan, regularly 
scheduled check-ins, and some form of follow-up to ensure participants are adequately 
achieving program components. Structured review of individual development plans every six 
months was suggested.
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SMEs also stated the program must also be accountable to the participants. Trainings 
need to fit the needs of the individual. Program management should schedule regular check­
ins to ensure the program is meeting the expectations of participants. The program must 
provide participants measureable and attainable goals with clear a definition of success.
Personalization. All SMEs agreed that a multi-year development program targeting high 
potential individuals would need to be highly personalized.
SMEs discussed the importance of a well-developed, dynamic, and customized plan as 
the basis for determining the details of the program for a participant. For each individual 
participant the effort needs to be invested to discern what that individual really wants to do 
with their career. Once these end goals are identified, a clear development plan needs 
developed mapping the path from the current state to the future state. Along this path, 
attainable milestone goals should be identified. At predetermined intervals the goals, 
roadmap, and milestone achievements need to be evaluated. A periodic and predictable 
evaluation is critical as it helps keep the participant focused while allowing the roadmap for the 
participant to evolve as the participants' career progresses. Incorporated in the plan needs to 
be trainings, which should be directly applicable to current role and desired goals.
According to SMEs, a roadmap extending beyond the duration of the program is critical 
to the success of a multi-year development program. The program should include experiences 
and tools to navigate and advance along a desired path, and a roadmap developed with senior 
management should provide a guide to reach long term goals. Extending this map beyond the 
end of a program will enhance retention of employees.
Mentorship. Half of SMEs attested to the need for mentorship integration into a multi­
year development program. Three primary types of mentors were identified as crucial.
The first was a mentor with technical knowledge and the authority to assist the 
participant. Participants need to have a mentor available to reach out to in a safe environment 
for current project/position advice. This mentor would provide a safety net, allowing the 
participant to dive into stretch assignments and risk failure without compromising the task, 
project, program, or company. In this way the technical mentor would allow the participant to
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learn through action and mistakes. Learning in this way would allow the participant to learn 
new topics and skills at an accelerated speed with the support of the technical mentor.
The second type of mentor identified was someone unassociated with the participant's 
current chain of command, or high enough in the chain of command to be removed from the 
participant's current role. This mentor should be a senior individual in the company with a 
broad understanding of how the company and industry functions. This senior mentor would 
help structure and define the participant's goals, plans, and ambitions.
The final type of mentor is a single area mentor. Single area mentors provide a single 
type of support in an area the proteges is weak, such as a technical skill or leadership 
proficiency. SMEs provided the following examples: organizational and cultural change, 
business acumen, and work-life balance. This mentor relationship could be informal, similar to 
coaching. Participants can be mentored by watching someone they are close to and learning 
from the mentor's actions. This type of information mentoring relationship allows participants 
to learn both from what people do right and what people do wrong.
In light of the various types of mentor relationship, SMEs shared their experiences with 
mentorship, including what worked well and what did not. A formalized mentorship structure 
was identified as a best practice by five SMEs. These SMEs stated there should be formal 
acknowledgement of the mentor relationship. Mentorship meetings should occur regularly and 
the topics identified beforehand. Three SMEs suggested planned monthly meetings, with 
reoccurring calendar meetings. At each meeting the protege should have a clear idea of what 
value they need to get out of the meeting. The protege's development actions and progress 
should be discussed and long term plan reviewed. At the onset of the mentor/protege 
relationship the mentor needs to be engaged in the protege's roadmap. If a roadmap or 
development plan does not exist, the mentor and protege should develop one together, clearly 
identifying stopping points, reevaluation flags, and educational requirements.
Four SMEs spoke at length of the importance of identifying the right mentor. As one 
SME expressed "mentorship should be intentional and targeted." If an individual has a certain 
skillset, a protege should target the individual to learn more. In addition to identifying the right 
mentor, the importance of the mindset of the protege was mentioned by three SMEs. The
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protege has be able to listen, and willing to take construction criticism. The protege also has to 
be willing to step outside of their comfort zone in conversations.
Three SMEs warned against a mentor relationship with a direct supervisor or direct 
report. According to these SMEs, the supervisor needs to be able to coach and discipline. As 
such, there needs to be some separation between the mentor and protege within the chain of 
command. When this separation between a supervisory role and mentorship role becomes 
blurred the value gained from a mentorship relationship decreases.
Three other SMEs spoke of willingness and commitment. One of these anonymous 
SMEs expressed "Forcing someone to check a box when they don't have initiative is a waste of 
time for both parties." The protege has to make a concerted effort to identify a mentor, and 
then invest in making that relationship grow. If a bad mentor is chosen then little value is 
placed in the mentor relationship, wasting both parties time.
One SME expressed frustration with a past experience where the mentor relationship 
was vague and lacked definition. This lack of clarity of expectations left the SME exasperated 
and feeling undervalued.
Education/training. All eight SMEs who answered the manager question set discussed 
higher education and advancement. The results of those eight responses vary and are as
follows.
One SME concisely stated there is a big leap between nothing and a bachelor's degree 
with incremental value between degree levels, such as an associate degree to bachelor's 
degree, or bachelor's degree to master's degree. This perception was shared by all eight SMEs 
as they discussed the professional necessity of higher education. While three of the eight SMEs 
were in agreement that, with substantial experience, a bachelor's degree is not necessary to 
reach middle management, they agreed a master's degree will soon be necessary for 
advancement into the executive echelon. An additional two SMEs mirrored this sentiment with 
comments that a degree is especially important if moving from a technical role to a managerial 
role as the additional education provides business acumen.
Four SMEs discussed the technical necessity of a specific degree due to the fact service 
and contracting companies such as engineering firms essentially sell the credentials of their
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staff. While these SMEs were quick to say a degree does not make someone better than 
someone without a degree, they commented a degree looks promising on a resume, shows the 
knowledge is there, and is used as a tool to narrow the pool of potential job candidates.
All SMEs discussed in some fashion that the degree itself is not knowledge, but a sign of 
something greater. One SME stated higher education "is a commitment to want to take [a 
career] to the next level." Another SME spoke at length of the value college has for introverts. 
According to this SME college helps introverts break out of their comfort zone. In the opinion 
of that respondent, college is not about the knowledge gained in the classroom, college is 
about the fact an individual stood up in front of a class and handled questions, teams, and 
conflict. This experience makes an individual more polished in the professional realm.
There was no clear consensus among SMEs on whether education creates a more 
successful individual, or if individuals with an aptitude for success also complete higher 
education. One SME observed there is a correlation between advanced social skills and being 
very smart, learning from others, building the right support network, identifying mentors, and 
being in the right place at the right time. Another SME spoke of two types of educational 
individuals: those who are highly educated yet unprepared for life and those who are highly 
educated because it fits their personality. Through these observations SMEs supported the 
need for education in addition to real world experience. Education is one tool available to 
individuals on their journey to success, and other factors such as networking, personality, and 
experience are equally valuable.
Four of the SMEs discussed the effort and commitment needed to purse higher 
education while maintaining full time employment. Investing the amount of time and money 
required to achieve a degree requires taking the long view. The benefits are not instantaneous, 
and an individual needs to recognize the long term advantage of having a degree or additional 
degree. Sacrifices are necessary, both for the individual and the individual's family. The multi­
year, long term commitment to a degree program requires a high level of constant motivation 
on the individual's part. In addition, an individual needs to be very aware of work-life-school 
balance as the risk of burning out affects all three aspects of an individual's life.
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Education and training was mentioned as a desired program component with varying 
degrees of importance by all SMEs interviewed. At a minimum SMEs agreed that a multi-year 
development program should provide the opportunity for higher education, training, and 
certifications as needed for the participants long term goals. Examples of educational support 
included: ongoing credits to maintain of a current certification, boot camps, conferences, and 
college. As detailed in the personalized section, SMEs felt strongly that these educational 
opportunities need to be customized for each individual and not widely mandated. Two 
participant level SMEs expressed frustrations with trainings that they felt added no value while 
only checking a box. The quality and ability for timely application of the trainings are critical.
Role duration. SMEs were asked the ideal duration a participant should remain in a 
specific job function or role. While the answers varied from six months to four years in a role, 
the majority of SMEs responding to this question felt the between 18 months and 3 years was a 
reasonable period to stay in a role. However, three SMEs declined to provide a duration, 
stating it is all dependent on the individual. All responding SMEs spoke of the need for 
adequate time to become proficient in the role and level of management, and half spoke of 
needing time to identify and implement positive change. One SME recounted a story of being 
told if they stay in a management role for more than five years they are stale and no longer 
advancing. Another SME spoke of advice to stay in a position two to three years while 
advancing through lower and mid-level management, and no longer than five years once 
obtaining an upper management position.
Benefits. Eight SMEs responding to the managerial question set identified many 
potential benefits of a multi-year development program for high potential individuals.
All of the managerial SMEs spoke of the positive characteristics of the individuals who 
complete such a program would possess. Four SMEs spoke of the value of developing a well- 
rounded pool of potential leaders. Individuals who completed such a program would have a 
better understanding of the business and clear long term goals. These individuals would have 
increased in maturity and experience due to the development program, and in turn would act 
like leaders in ways they weren't before. Furthermore, a multi-year development program 
would create a pipeline of top performers. One managerial SME stated when everyone is an A
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player, everyone advances. Three of the managerial SMEs spoke at length about having a pool 
of confident, competent, experienced people who are looking for a challenge and have a 
commitment to grow and excel. Three SMEs referred to the group of participants and graduates 
as a motivated and engaged group of employees with high moral, enthusiasm, and a vested 
interest in the company.
Four managerial SMEs spoke of increased retention. The program would provide high 
potential individuals with the knowledge they are being invested in and valued by the company. 
One of these SMEs stated they hoped such a program would instill "a touch of loyalty."
Another SME spoke of the business benefits of building an organization and a business around 
high potential individuals. This SME indicated communication with those high potential 
individuals was critical in retaining them and developing them into leaders.
Three managerial SMEs spoke of the business improvements and business opportunity 
developed by high potential individuals completing a multi-year program. These participants 
would leave a series of improvements in their wake as they moved through different roles. In 
addition, these participants would gain a better understanding of the services all business 
groups and departments in a company offer, making them better salespersons. Having a pool of 
these well-rounded individuals would result in more client work due to clear communication of 
the capabilities and bandwidth of the contractor company.
Two managerial SMEs spoke candidly about the benefits a multi-year development 
program for high potential individuals would offer even if the participants left the company. 
There were two aspects of this view, one of business opportunity and one of altruism. From a 
business side, if individuals left, the meaningful relationships formed in the program would 
remain. In addition, these former participants would have a more thorough understanding of 
the full range of capabilities the contractor company possessed, which in turn would result in 
additional work for the contractor. In terms of altruism, one subject manager expert quoted 
the anonymous Greek proverb "Society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade 
they know they shall never sit in." This SME elaborated that every individual that is trained and 
developed within the industry is an investment in the future. Investment in the community and
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younger professionals assures the SME would have promising individuals on whom to pass on 
the business and the world.
Barriers. Many barriers to implementing a successful multi-year development program 
in a contractor company in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry were identified by SMEs. Barriers 
identified are:
• Economics/Financing
• Dynamic Market
• Program Management
• Executive Commitment
• Participant Retention
Economics/financing. Ten of twelve SMEs cited finances as the biggest barrier to 
implementing a multi-year program. However, two SMEs stated there is a misconception that 
these types of programs are costly. Those two SMEs argued these programs are cost effective, 
but the business case needs built to prove cost benefits. Furthermore, as a multi-year program 
crosses multiple fiscal years, SMEs expressed concern of securing long term funding for such a 
program. Additionally, SMEs were concerned the program would risk cancellation in years with 
a poor economy.
As the targets of this program are contractor companies, one SME spoke of funding in 
terms of value to the client. Either a business case is made to the client, who then pays for 
program costs, or overhead rates on projects go up to account for the expenditures. In either 
case, the client would be footing the bill for this program, which may be an obstacle.
SMEs who have executed similar programs commented on the specific costs of 
organizing and running a program. In addition to the participant's time, there is also cost for 
expenses, vendors, and the program management. According to one SME a program with less 
than ten participants is simply not financially viable given the cost of the organizer's time.
Dynamic market. Among SMEs who see funding as a major barrier, multiple factors 
came into play. The first is the nature of contractor business and of the Alaska Oil & Gas 
industry. Fossil fuels are a commodity, and as such the business is cyclical. Contractor work is
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production driven, which restricts the ability to invest the time of high performing individuals in 
overhead work.
When the Oil & Gas market is performing well, contractors have a plethora of projects, 
which means opportunities for high potential individuals. When the market is down 
opportunities become limited. In down economies the client squeezes, and in turn the 
contractor companies have to reduce costs. One SME expressed concern that in times of 
hardship the decision to keep a high potential trainee while letting a manager go would be hard 
to justify. Due to the long term nature of a multi-year program many up and down cycles could 
be encountered, and SMEs were not sure how the program or the participants would survive 
the low times.
Program management. Appropriate and consistent management was listed as a 
potential downfall of a multi-year program by five SMEs. Experienced people in the 
organization with expertise running similar programs would need to be engaged. The quality of 
the program would need careful management, and potentially outsourced if a contractor 
company does not have the appropriate skill set in house. Mid-level managers, including the 
participant's direct supervisor, would need educated on the program and kept up to date 
regarding the participant goals. A program manager would need the time to both kick off the 
program and then provide ongoing support for years. SMEs who have been involved in 
execution of similar programs spoke at length of the emotional energy required to successfully 
manage a development program. The multi-year nature of this program could present a 
challenge in keeping moral high.
Executive commitment. Four SMEs familiar with development programs expressed 
concerns regarding executive commitment. For a program to be successful support is needed 
for more than one fiscal year. This can be difficult due to executive turnover. A successor may 
not see the same value, or be willing to sponsor the same programs as the previous 
administration.
Executives have varying expectations of a program, and varying levels of desired 
involvement. According to one SME many executives want a robust vetting process and the 
program to be widely accepted prior to implementation. This takes time, and often times
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involves executives with very little or no involvement in the program. Once an executive 
committee is established, the committee needs to remain involved.
The need for ongoing executive support overlaps with program management issues 
mentioned before. Both issues call for a robust communication plan implemented to keep 
executives, managers, and participants aware of the program status. The program manager 
would need to keep executives from losing interest in the program as it ages. According to one 
SME familiar with development programs there is an inclination to throw out programs that are 
perceived to be stagnant and start over. The program manager would need to harness the 
executive's excitement, and then keep them engaged.
Participant retention. Five SMEs identified retention as a barrier to success of a multi­
year program. Individuals in the program would be recruited by competitors. To counter this 
risk, the program and opportunities provided to the high potential individual need to be top 
notch. Even with a stellar program there would still be some level of turnover of the 
participants. This is the nature of the contractor industry; clients headhunt top performers 
among contractors.
If participants do not adequately understand the time and necessary sacrifices required 
for success in the program they may drop out. It is critical potential participants are made fully 
aware of time requirements, commitments, and travel required prior to beginning a multi-year 
program. One SME spoke of a similar program which strongly suggested conversations with 
family prior to participating.
One SME suggested that if the program is not communicated clearly and expectations 
set from the onset participants could develop false expectations and take on a sense of false 
entitlement. This could result in decreased retention and high dropout rates.
Recommended Framework
Based on the data gathered in the interviews and the literature review, a framework for 
a multi-year development program targeting high potential individuals has been developed. At 
a minimum the participant would have engaged in three separate roles, completed formalized 
education, continuously pursued skill building opportunities, and been consistently mentored 
by both senior and technical mentors. This framework, located in Appendix G, has taken into
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account the business structure and culture of contractor companies in the Alaska Oil & Gas 
industry. Barriers identified played a substantial part in creating this framework. The following 
sections detail each portion of the framework.
Key Players
Based on the literature reviews and interview responses, five key roles have been 
identified in the framework:
• Participant: An individual identified as high potential with the ambition and drive 
required to make the time and lifestyle sacrifices necessary participate in this time 
consuming program.
• Development Program Manager: The executor of the program. Responsible for 
communicating program status, coordinating the program execution, and providing 
ongoing support to the participant.
• Senior Mentor: A high ranking individual outside of the participant's chain of 
command. This can be a single individual throughout the participant's journey 
through the program, or change as the situation dictates.
• Technical Mentor: A senior individual knowledgeable in all aspects of the 
participant's current role. The individual filling this role will change as the 
participant changes roles.
• Supervisor: The direct supervisor of the participant and is able to provide direct 
feedback as to the participants current competencies.
Key Categories
The key categories for the program have been determined to reflect the primary 
components of a program as identified by interviewees. These components fall into four key 
categories:
• Administrative
• Role/Position
• Mentorship
• Education
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Administrative Category. The intent of the administrative portion of the program is to 
coordinate between key players while establishing expectations and maintaining accountability.
Upon kickoff of the program the participant would complete a leadership assessment, 
such as the 360-degree Leadership Assessment by the Center for Creative Leadership. This 
assessment will provide the basis for skill development and educational choices. Based upon 
assessment results and participant goals the program manager would coordinate the 
participant with a senior mentor, as described below in the mentorship category.
With input from the program manager and senior mentor the participant would draft a 
detailed development plan. This development plan would include a roadmap of the 
experiences necessary to reach the participants long term goals. In addition, the development 
plan will identify technical, business, and soft skill areas for improvement with the associated 
tasks specified to address these weaknesses. This development plan would be endorsed by the 
senior mentor and approved by the program manager.
Program documentation. A key concern of many SMEs is accountability within the 
program. Based on input from SMEs and existing programs, a logbook would be maintained by 
the participant to adequately track participant progress against the participant's goals. The first 
portion of this logbook would be the participant's detailed development plan including short 
and long term goals. The second portion of the logbook will consist of activities with indicators 
for both applicable key category and goal. Mentorship meetings with summaries, networking 
opportunities, education, and measurable on the job tasks should all be recorded in this log. 
This log would be reviewed quarterly with the program manager to ensure the participant is 
actively participating in the program and on track for program completion.
Program completion. Completion of the program would be determined by the program 
manager. The participant would provide the program manager with a logbook documenting 
activities supporting the individual's accomplishments in the program. The participant would 
also submit a summary of learning moments and value gained while participating in the 
program. The program manager would utilized the participants log book and written learning 
summary to determine if all program requirements have been fulfilled.
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Role category. Over the course of the program participants would rotate through three 
roles. The goal of this rotation would be to maximize on the job learning while increasing 
exposure to multiple business functions and project types within the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. 
To ensure adequate time to learn a role and add value to the position an assignment should last 
a minimum of 18 months. Determination of the timing to move onto a new role would be 
based on a combination of participant's achievement within the current posting, intercompany 
opportunity, and participant's goals. Identification of available opportunities would be 
coordinated by the program manager with the involvement of the senior mentor and the 
participant's supervisor. Further specification regarding the position identification process 
would be tailored by the program manager assigned by an implementing the company.
For each role the participant would clearly identify goals and learning objectives. These 
objectives would fit into the participant's individual development plan. Activities and 
accomplishments within the role would be clearly documented in the participant's logbook and 
explicitly tied to the learning objectives of the assignment. Achievement of the objectives set 
forth for the assignment would indicate the participant is ready to move to the next role.
Mentorship category. The participant is required to have two formal mentors, a senior 
mentor and a technical mentor. The program manager would assist with identification of 
mentors and is responsible for the education of those mentors regarding program 
requirements, expectations, and commitments. Based on SME interview responses and the 
literature review mentorship would provide participants with exposure to a diverse range of 
individuals. In a work environment encompassing four different generations' mentorship 
relationships would allow the participant to better understand their peers while developing 
communication skills.
Senior mentor. Once the participant has completed the leadership assessment the 
participant and program manager would review the participant's strengths, weaknesses, and 
goals. Based on this review, the program manager would assist in identifying a senior mentor 
with experience in the participant's desired career path. The senior mentor should not be in 
the participant's current chain of command, or should be high enough in the chain of command 
to avoid direct influence over the participant's current role. Once identified the senior mentor
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would provide input into the participant's development plan, including guidance on needed 
education and experience.
Each month the participant would arrange a mentorship meeting; a reoccurring 
calendar meeting is suggested. If possible this meeting should occur in person, however given 
the geographical challenges of Alaska, the program acknowledges this is not always possible. 
Prior to the meeting, the participant would provide the mentor with the desired conversation 
topics and questions. Topics for discussion would include development plan updates and 
roadblocks, along with additional ways for the participant to gain experience.
Technical mentor. At the onset of the program and with each new role, with assistance 
from the participant's supervisor, program manager, and senior mentor, the participant would 
identify a technical mentor. The technical mentor should have strengths in a specific area tied 
to the participant's objectives for the role. The technical mentor should be available to guide 
the participant as the participant advances through a role. The purpose of this technical 
mentor is to provide a safety net, enabling the participant to accept tough assignments and risk 
failure without compromising the task, project, or company. The technical mentor would assist 
the participant in identifying methods of achieving position objectives. The participant would 
be responsible for arranging semi-monthly mentor meetings with the technical mentor, with 
topics and questions provided prior to meeting. Topics for discussion should include short term 
goals, current struggles, and technical knowledge sharing.
Education category. Based on responses from SMEs, the type of education needed for 
an individual is greatly varied. Education would be approached as a combination of two aspects 
-  formalized education and informal skill building opportunities. SMEs were in alignment that 
lack of a bachelor's degree can hamper advancement beyond middle management. As such, if 
a participant has not achieved a bachelor's degree this would be a core aspect of the program. 
Based on goals the participant would work with the program manager and senior mentor to 
determine the best degree for the individual participant.
While managerial SMEs did not find a master's degree critical to their success, it was 
suggested the master's degree is becoming more important and demonstrates a desirable level 
of commitment to achievement, improvement, and excellence. As such, if a participant has a
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bachelor's degree and does not have a master's degree, the participant would pursue an 
applicable master's degree.
For participants who have previously achieved a master's degree the participant will 
have the option to pursue an additional degree at the master's or doctorate level, or arrange a 
set of courses offering education in areas applicable to the participant's goals. The goal of this 
set of courses is to improve the participant's business acumen and address weaknesses as 
determined by the 360 Leadership Assessment. Additional formal education can consist of 
university provided courses, privately offered boot camps, or internally provided trainings.
With the assistance of the technical mentor, each participant would identify technical 
trainings applicable to short term goals and current position. This identification effort should 
include achievable certifications which would build the participants technical resume.
Once the leadership assessment growth areas for the participant have been identified, 
and some of these areas can be improved upon outside of the job or formal education systems. 
The intent of the informal education portion would be to provide the participant with the 
means to develop skills communicating with a diverse range of individuals in a variety of 
situations. Skill building opportunities could consist of a variety of individual specific activities, 
including leadership roles in the community, company diversity groups, or professional 
organizations.
Final Conclusions
Impact of the Research
While many hurdles exist for implementation of a multi-year development program in 
Alaska Oil & Gas contractor companies, the literature reviews and interview responses support 
the need of a program. The framework developed incorporates the key components identified 
by local Alaskan SMEs, and is structured to support the desired benefits while acknowledging 
existing barriers. This framework provides a backbone for customization by any contractor 
company in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. With long term executive commitment, an 
experienced and energetic program manager, and clear communication, a multi-year 
development program targeting high potential individual utilizing this framework would 
increase retention of participants. Upon completion of a program based on this framework,
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participants would provide companies with a set of well-rounded leaders with a thorough 
understanding of the company's business goals and culture.
Further Research
Topics for further research were identified by SMEs and the project manager 
throughout the course of this project. Exploring these ideas would build upon existing 
knowledge specific to the Alaskan contractor companies. Further research opportunities would 
support implementation of the recommended framework as well as provided long term 
measurements of results.
Prior to implementation. Any contractor company considering implementation of this 
framework must develop a custom business case unique to their services and products. Two 
SMEs firmly believed a development program could be cost effective. With this in mind, 
research quantifying the business case would provide value to the implementation effort.
Research conducted to develop the recommended framework for a multi-year 
development program targeting high potential individuals highlighted a lack of process on 
identifying those high potential individuals. One SME suggested a personality test, another 
supported evidence of extraordinary, or "herculean" prior accomplishments, and yet another 
advocated for an open door policy. Further research into specific methods of identifying high 
potential individuals in Alaskan contractor companies is required to ensure a strong class of 
participants. Depending on the goals of specific contractor companies, the definition of high 
potential could vary.
After implementation. Once this framework has been implemented at a company, 
research potential exists for determining the success of the program. This could include 
analysis of the retention rate and attained promotions of program graduates compared to non­
participants of similar demographics.
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written where it says «Overwrite H e re » ; please keep your response in the same blue 10 pt Arial font.
1. A pplicatio n  Information
Title of Proposal A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & 
GAS INDUSTRY
Principal Investigator(s) and 
Degree(s)
Ryan Loomis; Bachelors of Science
Principal Investigators) UAA 
Department
Engineering, Science, and Project Management Department
PI(s) UAA phone number NA
PI(s) Home or cell phone number (425) 344-9604
Other Project Personnel and 
Contact Information
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Date Submitted 3J27/15
Proposed Start Date 5J1/15
Anticipated Completion Date 112/1/15
Indicate which review category for our application by placing an "X" in the first column on the left. See the 
IRBNet Library for the IRB Review Categories document. Note that the final determination of review category 
is made by the IRB Chair.
Review Requested Explanation (if needed)
X Exempt PM606 Capstone Project
Expedited «Overwrite H ere»
Full Review •^Overwrite H ere»
P r in c ip a l  In v e s t ig a t o r  A s s u r a n c e  S t a t e m e n t
By submitting this protocol application and signing the IRBNet package electronically, I certify that the information 
provided is true and complete. I agree to and will comply with the following statements:
1. I will abide by all regulations, policies and procedures applicable to research involving human subjects.
2. I will accept responsibility for the scientific and ethical conduct of this research.
3. I will accept responsibility for providing personnel (collaborators, staff, graduate students, undergraduate 
students, and volunteers) with the appropriate training and mentoring to conduct their duties as part of this 
research.
4. If this IRB Proto col Ap plication is for student resea rch. I certify that (he student's g raduate advisory com mittse 
has reviewed and approved this research protocol.
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5. I will obtain approval from the IRB prior to amending or altering the research protocol, consert/assent forms 
or initiating further correspondence with the research subjects.
6. I will report immediately to the Office of Research Compliance (907-766-1099) any complaints from 
participants or others, any adverse events associated with research participation, andforany unanticipated 
problems or issues related to this study.
7. I will report the death or life threatening event of a participant that is possibly, probably or definitely associated 
with study procedures to the IRB immediately by submitting an IRB Adverse Event Report on IRBNet.
3. I will comply in a timely manner with requests of the IRB regarding Continu ingf Final Review.
I realize (hat failure to ccmpty with the above provisions may result in suspension or terminal! on of this project by the 
IRB and, if appropriate, restricted access to funding and notification of sponsor, and referral to the appropriate UAA 
administrative official(s) for disciplinary action.
2. F unding  In fo rm a tio n
Funding Type Brief Description
Have you applied for 
external funding?
No
If yes, include a copy of the funding proposal in the IRBNet package.
If yes, list the Agency NA
Proposal Number NA
Have you applied for 
internal funding?
No
If yes, include a copy of the funding proposal in the IRBNet package.
3. FROJECT CLASSIFICATION
Type of Project Brief Description
Faculty Research NA
Doctoral or Master's Student -  
Thesis Research*
Master of Science in Project Management Capstone Project
Primary Advisor: Roger Hull. UAA College of Engineering. Project 
Management. 907-766-1923, rkhull@uaa.alaska.edu
Doctoral or Master's Student -  
Other Research*
NA
Undergraduate Student -  Thesis 
Research*
NA
Undergraduate Student -  Other 
Research*
NA
Other NA
* In the brief description, provide the Research Supervisor's name, UAA department, and contact information.
4. O t h e r  Human  S u b j e c t  R ev iew  In fo rm a tio n
Inform a tion Response (if applicable)
Is this proposal being reviewed by 
another ethics committee?
No
Name of Committee NfA
Institution N7A
Modified 1L IMfllS 3
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Contact Person N/A
Email Address N/A
Phone Number N/A
Place an “X" in the first column to indicate the status of review of this project by another ethics committee.
Review Status Explanation (if required)
Application has not been 
submitted.
N/A
Application is currently under 
review.
N/A
Application has been approved. N/A
Please include a copy of the approval document in the IRBNet 
packaqe.
Other N/A
5, A b s t r a c t
Explain the research project in lay language that can he easily understood hy someone who is not an expert in 
your field. The abstract must include: 1) A brief summary of the research question; and 2) a brief description of 
the procedure.
Maximum 150 words.
The Alaska Oil & Gas industry lias a limited labor pool which creates a high demand for talented individuals. 
Furthermore, individuals who exhibit potential for leadership are difficult to retain. Individuals with experience in all 
aspects of arctic oil & gas construction, from engineering through operations., are in the highest demand. Despite 
Ihis, some of largest employers in Alaska do not have solidified long term programs for developing talent in these 
areas. There is considerable need for the companies in Alaska's Oil and Gas Industry to develop and implement a 
plan which will ultimately result in the retention of talented, skilled employees. This project will produce a 
framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs 
specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job movement, mentorship 
best practices, and applicable higher education.________________________________________________________
6, BRIEF RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES
Maximum 500 words for dll three responses.
Required Information
Rationale for study grounded in peer reviewed literature in your discipline:
N/A
State your research question and 
hypotheses
What are the components necessary for a successful multi-year 
development program framework focused on addressing retention of 
high potential individuals in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry?
A successful framework will focus on multiple job assignments over 4 
years while touching on mentorship best practices and applicable 
higher education.____________________________________________
yjd ifsd:! 192015
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Explain your research 
design/approach (e.g., quantitative, 
qualitative, experimental, survey, 
focus group, etc.). If applicable, 
respond to the following questions:
a) How many groups are you 
collecting data from?
b) Is there random assignment to 
the groups?
c) Is there an experimental 
manipulation? If yes, explain why. A 
description of the stimulus or the 
manipulation can he explained in the 
summary of procedures.
I will be conducting interviews and reviewing confidential company 
data. Once I understand how managers and individuals view 
development in Alaska I will be able to build a framework to fit.
The company providing confidential statistics will remain anonymous.
In order to gain the positive interview responses I am expecting to 
collect the amount of data needed to complete the manual, a phone, 
Skype of in-person interview will be necessary.
Interview data will be collected thorn 3 groups:
1. Managers & leadership of Contractors involved in construction, 
engineering, and operation activates on the North Slope of 
Alaska.
2. Individuals with aspirations of becoming either subject matter 
experts or top leadership in the Alaska Oil and Gas Industry.
3. Individuals associated with similar programs.
The sources were compiled in two ways. First I looked at who could 
directly use this framework. This includes human resources individuals 
and driven individuals at the beginning of their careers. Second. I will 
look for leadership in companies that could benefit from the manual. 
This includes executive management of multiple Oil & Gas 
Constructon. Engineering, and Operations companies in Alaska. 
Random assignment to the groups was not used.
Expen mental manipulation will not be used for this project.___________
7, R e s e a r c h  Me t h o d o lo g y
D e t a il e d  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  P r o c e d u r e s
_________________________________ Required Information_________________________________
Provide a brief summary of procedures in lay language (no more than 500 words):______________
Research Methods
1. An online search will be conducted to build proper interview questions and build a basis for the 
interviews. Templates will be researched foruse during the interviews.
2. Confidential retention data from an Alaskan Oil & Gas company will be gathered. A confidentiality 
agreement will be signed prior to review of ary data. All company information will be kept 
anonymous.
3. Identifying Interviewees: Individuals will be identified utilizing industry professional organizations. An 
email requesting participation will be sent to organization leadership for distribution to their members. 
In addition, specific management in target Alaskan Oil & Gas Contracting companies will be sent an 
email requesting participation. The initial email will contain project information and communicate that 
participation is strictly voluntary.
4. Interviews- Once an email of interest is obtained from potential interviewees a follow-up email will be 
sent. Included in ttiis email will be a consent. No interview will commence without a signed consent 
form. The consent (orm is attached. At the start of every interview, regardless of the interviewee, the 
protocol form will be read aloud. The protocol form is attached. Interviews will aim to understand:
» Components of a successful multi-year development program with the intention to increase 
retention and advance individuals.
Data Analysis
______ The data will be analyzed in two ways:_____________________________________________________
M odifst I L lM dlS 4
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1. A histogram that shows the trending retention information between the anonymous company and 
publicly available industry statistics. Intent it to compare a target company against the overall 
industry.
2. Key discussion areas from interviews will be graphically depicted as well. This will also be depicted 
using a histogram. After both histograms are complete the results will verify if a multi-year 
development program could have a noticeable effect on retention, and what components of a 
program are most useful.
Description of the location where the 
research will be conducted
Phone interviews will be conducted. In person 
interviews will be conducted at UAA.
If not a UAA location, authorization allowing this 
research to be conducted at that location must be 
included in your IRBNet package.______________
R e s e a r c h  Me t h o d s  an d  T o o l s
Check all that apply with an "XT Include in your IRBNet package all questionnaire(s), interview guides, 
and focus group questions.
Data Collection Methods or Instruments
Questionnaires
X Interviews
Observations
Focus Groups
X Archival Data/Records Review: If your project utilizes academic, medical, or other records, 
please describe the data, provide documentation of official permission allowing you access to 
the data in your IRBNet package.
Apparatus/Measuring Equipment or Device
Archival Data/Records Review Response fit applicable)
If you are utilizing archival or existing 
data, indicate the dates the data were 
collected. These data must exist at the 
time of your IRBNet submission.
Existing retention data from an Alaskan Oil & Gas 
company will be reviewed. The company will remain 
anonymous.
If the data are from a survey or questionnaire, 
provide a copy of the original instrument and a copy 
of the consent form in your IRBNet package. If the 
data records are from an experiment, provide a 
detailed description of the manipulation and 
measures and a copy of the consent form.
If the data are records based (e.g., 
medical records, legal documents}, 
provide a list of the variables being 
extracted from the data.
Rate of retention.
If consent form is not available or if 
consent was not needed for the original
The consent form is not cunenHy available. The request 
to review data has been submitted to the company legal
Modified I l/li£SH 5 5
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data collection, please provide a brief department. A confidentiality agreement will be signed 
explanation. prior to review of any company data. If company legal
does not approve the request, company information will 
________________________________________ not be reviewed._________________________________
8. S u b j e c t  s e l e c t io n  an d  r e c r u it m e n t :
Required Information Response
a. Maximum number of research 
participants and a brief rationale for 
that number
Maximum number of participants will be 15. This amount of 
participants will ensure a large enough data group to be collected from 
all parties in order to complete research.
b. Description of participants, 
rationale for their participation, and 
inclusion criteria. (Indicate age 
range, gender, cultural background 
or if specific populations will be 
chosen, e g., prisoners, pregnant 
women, Alaska Natives)
All participants will either currently work or have worked in the Alaska 
Oil & Gas industry. These groups will be invited to participate due to 
their nature of work and experiences that will aid in this specific 
research project. All participants will be at least 18 years old. No 
specific gender or cultural background will be specifically included or 
excluded.
c. Description of groups or types of 
individuals that you are intentionally 
excluding, rationale for exclusion, 
and exclusion criteria
Those groups with no affiliation to the Alaska Oil & Gas industry will be 
excluded. These groups shall be excluded due to their lack of relevant 
experience.
d. Description of recruitment 
process and recruitment materials
MIA
Please submit a copy of recruitment materials and messages in 
your IRBNet packaqe.
e. Explanation of how recruitment is 
not burdensome or coercive to 
participants
Participation will be voluntary.
f. Description of plans (if any) to 
encourage the recruitment of 
minorities and women
MIA
9, B e n e f it s , in c e n t iv e s  a n d  c o m p e n sa t io n , c o s t s , a n d  r is k s
Note: Consent forms should reflect any risks or compensation described below.
Question Response
a. Describe potential benefits (e g., 
therapeutic or unique self knowledge) 
that individuals may receive from 
participating in this research
There will be no individual benefits to participating in this study, but 
the Alaska Oil & Gas industry will benefit from the completed 
research. After a better understanding of retention and development 
in this industry, a cost savings associated with lower turnover may be 
the result.
b. Describe what new information 
may be learned from this research
New components and a formalized timeline for developing high 
potential human resources in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry.
c. Describe incentives to encourage 
individuals to participate in this 
research (including monetary or other 
compensation, thank you gifts, course 
or other academic credit, lotteries, 
etc.)
There will be no compensation given for participation
Vodiffii 111911015 6
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d. Describe costs (time, monetary or 
other) for participants in this research
Orly 1 hour and 15 minutes will be taken of each participant's time. 
There w ll be no costs associated with participation. The interviews 
will last no longer than one (1) hour and any pre-interview 
■documentation will take no longer than a combined lime of 15 
minutes.
e. Describe potential harms or 
discomforts (physical, psychological, 
social) for participants in this research
There may be some minimal risk or discomfort from participation in 
this research because I will be asking about past employment 
experiences, bolh the positive ones and the negative ones. These 
risks are being minimized by keeping all information confidential and 
specific names extracted. Because I will be conducting some of the 
interviews by phone, there is Ihe risk of a confidentiality breech. 1 will 
be conducting the phone interviews in the privacy of my home and 
not at a public facility. In person interviews will happen ait a UAA 
facility. The conversations will not be recorded. If a participant feels 
uncomfortable at anytime, he/she may choose to skip a question or 
stop the interview.
f. Describe what you will do to 
minimize potential harms or 
discomforts to participants in this 
research
In order to minimize risks, 1 will be conducting the interview in ihe 
privacy of my own home or at a UAA facility. Participants will be 
allowed to stop the interview process at any time and all documents 
will be destroyed. Only 1, as Ihe researcher will have access to any 
data co lected.
g. Describe any potential harms to 
the culture or society that is the 
subject of this research
There are no potential harms to the culture or society that is the 
subject of this research.
h. Describe what you will do to 
minimize potential harms to the 
culture or society that is the subject of 
this research
NfA
15. Participaht C oh sent I Assent
Unless a waiver is requested and granted, all participants should be fully informed about the research 
(purpose, benefits and potential harms from participation, procedures, duration of participation, and special 
accommodations for language or com prehen sion), informed consent shall be documented by a written and 
signed consent form and the participant shall be given a copy of the signed form. The recommended reading 
level for consent documents is the fl1'1 grade. Guidelines and examples for consent/assent forms can be found 
at httpiJ/www.uaa,alaska.edutreseanch/ric/irb/documents.cfm. A copy of the consent documents must be 
included in the IRBNet package. Please submit these documents as a Word document or text file.
Consent Description
Describe the process of obtaining consent 
to participate in this research
An initial email will be sent to all potential participants 
regarding the nature of the study and inviting them to 
respond if interested in participating. Those who express 
interest will be emailed a copy of the consent form to read. 
Participants will have it signed and emailed back to me 
prior to our interview date.
If the participants are minors, describe the 
process of obtaining assent to participate 
in this research
Mo minors will participate
Describe how you will communicate to 
potential participants that their
The verbiage is included in the consent form.
M odifsd' L LS'SIIS
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participation is voluntary and that they 
may withdraw from the research at any 
time without penalty
Describe if there was any deception 
involved in the generation of archival 
data, or if there is any deception involved 
in the consent process prior to data 
collection
N1A
Place an “Xn in the first column if you requesting special accommodations to consent for this research.
Request for Special Consent 
Procedures
Justification
X a. Elements of informed consent 
are presented orally and 
documented through a short 
written consent form; the process 
shall he documented by a witness
Included
InyourlRBNet package, provide a written summary of 
what is to he said to the potential participant and a short 
form written consent document
b. Electroni c acknowledgement of 
informed consent [e.g_, 
SurveyMonkey)
NiA
In your IRBNet package, include the language from the 
online survey which indicates acknowledgment of informed 
consent.
c. Waiver of the requirement for 
documentation (written, audio or 
video) of informed consent
NiA
d. Waiver of some or all of the 
elements of consent
HIA
e. Approval of reading level greater 
than S1'1 grade in consent 
documents
H1A
f. Approval for inclusion of 
participants whose primary 
languaqe is not Enqlish
NiA
g. Approval for inclusion of adults 
with diminished cognitive capacity
NiA
11. Da t a  S t o r a g e  an d  R e t e n t io n
Required Information Description
a. Describe how the data will he 
collected or recorded (e .g , paper 
instruments, electronic records, field 
notes, audioA/ideo recordings, 
notes, e fc j
Field notes will be taken on my computer during the interview 
process
b. Describe who will have access to 
the data
Researcher- Ryan Loomis
Modify! 11 IS  1015
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c. Describe how you will maintain 
confidentiality of the data
Confidentiality will be maintained by securing all identifiable data 
in my locked and password protected computer.
d. Do you have a federal Certificate 
of Confidentiality for this research?
□Yes HNo
e. Describe your plans for retention 
of data, where it will be stored, how 
long it will be stored, who will be 
responsible for maintaining and 
securing it, how it will be destroyed 
and when it will be destroyed
Data will be stored on my computer for the duration of the project. 
After the completion of the project, the data will be stored for three 
calendar years. After which, it will be destroyed through the 
method of deleting off the computer and emptying the electronic 
trash can. The researcher, Ryan Loomis, will be responsible for 
maintaining the data and securing it.
f. Describe your plans for using the 
data you collect (e g., published in 
journal or equivalent, non- published 
written report, presented at 
conference or equivalent, archive 
only)
The data will be analyzed into a histogram and used in a non- 
published written report. The findings will be presented to a 
university-approved committee and other stakeholders.
g. Describe your plans for sharing 
the data and results with the 
community or population from whom 
the data were collected
The summary findings will be presented to a university-approved 
committee for academic purposes. The framework produced from 
the analyzed data will be shared with any contractor who would 
like to receive a copy.
h. Describe how you will transfer, 
communicate and share data 
among research team members, 
including description of encryption 
or security protocols
Any data that is necessary to be shared among research team 
members will be post-analysis. This means all identifiable data will 
have been removed and only collective, analyzed data will be 
shared.
i. Describe where and how consent 
documents will be stored
Consent documents will be stored on the researcher's locked and 
password protected computer.
12. S p e c ia l  P a r t ic ip a n t s  an d  Da t a  C o n s id e r a t io n s :
a. PRINCIPLES FOR THE CONDUCT OF RESEARCH IN THE ARCTIC
In the table below, explain bow your research proposal is responsive to the N5F Principles for the Conduct of Research 
in the Arctic (if applicable -  see httpT/www.nsf-QoWod/opp/arcti c/cpnd u ct. isp V
b. HIPAA
If your research project involves the use of restricted private health information, please view IPAA information at 
htp:Vfwww.uaa,alaska.eduftesearch/ric/irb'1 Resources.cfrn, and explain in the table below below how your proposal is 
responsive to these requirements.
c. REQUIRED REPORTING OF ABUSE OR NEGLECT OF CHILDREN AHDIOR VULNERABLE ADULTS
If your research has the potential to uncover actual or suspected cases of abuse or neglect of children or vulnerable 
adults, please consult the appropriate Alaska statute (47.17 Child Protection) to determine requirements for reporting 
such information at httpdi'www.leais.state.ak,us. Please indicate in the table below how you will explain those 
requirements for reporting to potential participants.
d. FERPA
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, FERPA, (Title 34, Part 99 of the CFR). The regulations provide that 
educational agencies and institutions that receive funding under a program administered by the U.S. Department of 
Education must provide students with access to their educational records, an opportunity to seek to havetbe records 
amended, and some control over the disclosure of information from (he records. With several exceptions, schools must
V-Odifoill IPIfllS
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have a student's consent prior to the disclosure of educational records. In the table below, explain how your research 
is responsive to FERPA provisions.
e. S PECIAL PROTECTIONS FOR VU L N ERABLE POPULATIONS,
When applicable, researchers must document (hat additional protect ons of subpart B {Additional Protections for 
Pregnant Women. Human Fetuses and Neonates Involved in Research), subpart C (Additional Protections Pertaining 
to Biomedical and Behavioral Research Involving Prisoners as Subjects), or subpart D (Additional Protections for 
Children Involved as Subjects in Research) of 45 CFR part 46 have been met.
Place an “X’ in the first column to indicate all of the following that are applicable to this research
To Consider Response
a. Principles to rtheConduct 
of Research in the Arctic
N/A
Please explain how your research proposal is responsive
h. HIPAA N/A
c. Required reporting of 
abuse or neglect for children 
or vulnerable adults
N/A
d. FERPA N/A
e. Special protections for 
vulnerable populations
N/A
Modified 11192015 i n
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IRB Approval Notice
IRBNet Board Action
From : S liarilyn  M um aw  (njO-reply@irbiief.org)
Scut: Men 4/20/15 3 :15 PM ' ' '
To: LuAnu Piccard (Ipiccard@ iiaa.alaJca.edu): R oger H ull (ri±uU@Tiaa alaska.edu); Seong
Dae Kirn ( sdkini2@ uaa.alaska.edu); R yan Loom is (ry’an.loom is'j^hotniail.com )
Please ro te  that University of Alaska Anchorage IRB has taken the following action on IRBNet:
Project Title: [73S433-3] A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH 
POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL ft GAS INDUSTRY 
Principal Investigator: Ryan Loomis, BScCM
Submission Type: Amendment/Modification 
Date Submitted: April 9, 2015
Action APPROVED 
Effective Date: April 20, 2015 
Review Type: EKempt Review
Should you have any questions you may contact Sharilyn Muma w at si mu m a w f uaajlaska.edu.
Thank you.
The IRBNet Support Team 
www.irbnet.org
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Appendix C: Survey Consent Form
A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTLAL 
INDIVIDUALS IN TEE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
Consent Form
Principal Investigator Faculty-Advisor
Ryan Loomis. MSPM student Roger Hull. PM facultv
Engineering, Science, and Project Management Department 
University o f Alaska Anchorage
Invitation to Participate in a Research Study:
I  invite yon to be part of a study about retention and development of high potential individuals in 
the Alaska Oil & Gas industry.
Description of Your Involvement:
If yon agree to be part of the research study, I will conduct an interview with you. This will either 
be by phone or in person at your preference. I will ask you to answer questions about retention 
and career development of high potential individuals in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. I will be 
asking you to describe personal experiences with development and retention in the Alaska Gd &
Gas industry. I will also be asking your opinions on the factors necessary to retain and develop 
talent in this industry. The interview will take no longer than 1 hour.
Benefits of Participation:
Although you may not directly benefit from being in this study, others may benefit because I am 
aiming to increase understanding of howto retain individuals in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. 
Considering the possible outcomes of this research, a better understanding of developing and 
retaining high potential individuals will be realized. This may result in a cost savings associated 
with lower turnover.
Risks and Discomforts of Participation:
There may be some minimal risk or discomfort from your participation in this research because I 
will he asking about past employment experiences, both the positive ones and the negative ones.
These risks are being minimized by keeping all information confidential and specific names 
extracted. Because I will be conducting same of the interviews by phone, there is the risk of a 
confidentiality breecL I will be conducting the phone interviews in the privacy of my home and 
not at a public facility7. In person interviews will happen at aUAA facility. The conversations 
will not be recorded. If you feel uncomfortable at any time, yon may choose to skip a question or 
stop the interview.
Compensation for Participation:
There is no compensation fox your participation in this research interview process.
Confidentiality:
In the event I decide to publish the results of this study, I will not include any information that 
would identify' you. Your privacy will be protected, all names will be withheld, and all research 
records will be confidential. It is possible other people may need to see the information you give 
us as part of the study, such as organizations responsible for ensuring the research is conducted 
safely. These entities could include the University of Alaska, government offices or the study 
sponsor, Josie Wilson.
Storage and Future Use of Data:
I will store your data for three years after project completion. After this date, all data will be 
destroyed. As I compose my final deliverable, I would like to ask permission to quote you as I see 
necessary. This is strictly voluntary. If yon consent to this, please see below and sign. If you do 
not consent to the use of your quote, your name and any other identifying information will remain
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confidential and secured cm my computer for the duration of the project. Duly I will have access 
to your research files and data.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Even if  you decide to participate now, you 
may tdiafipt* VOUT imind and stop at any rims You. nnay pass Oil any qpjesticm and purl the interview 
at any time. If you decide to withdraw before this study is completed, all recorded information 
will be shredded and discarded.
Contact Information for the Study I  earn
If you have my questions about this study, vtou may contact:
Principle Investigator: Ryan Loomis, (4255 344-9ti£4, Ryan.Loomis@hjotmaiLcom 
Faculty Advisor Roger Hull, 907-7B6-1923. rthull@uaa.alaska.edu
Contact Information for Questions about Your Rights as a Research Participant
If you have questions about vour rights as a research participant, cr wish to obtain information, 
ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study with someone ether than the researcher^), 
please contact:
University of .Alaska .Anchorage
Office of Research Integrity and Compliance
Sharilvn Murnavv
Phene: (907) 786-1C99
Email: uaa_ric@uaa.alaska.edu
Consent
By signing this document, you are agreeing to be in die study. I will give you a copy of this 
document for your records. I will keep one copy with the study records. Be sure that I have 
answered any questions you liave about the study and that you understand what you are being 
asked to do. You may contact the researcher if you think- o f a question later.
I  agree zo participate in i'ne study.
Print Name___________________________________
Signature____________________________________ Date_______________________________
Optional:
Consent to be quoted by researcher in final deliverable
/  agree to be quoted in the fina l deliverable. □  Yes ZN c
Signature________________________________________
©2015, Ryan Loomis
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1.1. W hat is your education level?
1.2. Tell me about your position in your company and the Alaska Oil & Gas industry.
Official Title:
1.3. How long have you been with your current employer, what is the longest you have ever 
stayed with any given employer?
1.4. W hat factors enticed you to stay with a company when other opportunities were pre­
sented?
1.5. W hat has made you leave companies in the past?
1.6. In your opinion, what is the single most important factor attributing to your success to 
date?
1.7. On a scale of 1-10, how important are form al development opportunities in retaining an 
individual?
M inimal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 Highly Important
QUESTION SET -  About Higher Education
3.1 Do you see a relationship between higher education and advancement?
3.2 Does your company currently support or encourage furthering higher education? If so, 
how?
3.3 Have you pursued higher education while an employee, or encouraged others to? Why? 
(reasons, obstacles, incentives, benefits)
3.4. How has your post-secondary education (or lack thereof) affected your career?
Appendix D: Managerial Question Set
QUESTION S E T -A b o u t  You
QUESTION SET -  Development Programs
2.1. W hat development program s have you been involved in -  either as a participant or in im­
plementation? Tell me about it.
2.2. W hat other efforts are underway to retain your company's talent?
2.3. In your opinion, what are the most common roadblocks individuals experience in advanc­
ing their career?
2.5. W hat components should a m ulti-year development program include to offer the most 
benefit to participants and the company?
©2015, Ryan Loomis
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2.6. What is the optimal duration you feel a growing professional should remain in a single 
role? Why?
2.7. What results/benefits would you, and a leader, expect from a multi-year development pro­
gram?
2.4. What barriers do you see to implementing a multi-year development program in the 
Alaska Oil & Gas industry?
2.8. Would you support or sponsor a multi-year development program? Why (why not)?
2.9. -  possible places to explore if time allows: logistics (slope, town), business opportunity 
(EPQ etc)
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - A b o u t  M entorship
4.1 Do you feel mentorship programs are valuable toward career advancement?
4.2 Are you a mentor? Tell me about your experiences.
4.3 Do you have a mentor? Did your mentor influence a decision to stay or leave a company?
4.4 What approaches/methods have worked well in your mentorship experiences?
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - C lo s in g  Co m m ents
5.1. Is there anything else you would like to add?
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1.1. W hat is your education level?
1.2. Tell me about your position in your com pany and the Alaska Oil & Gas indus­
try.
O fficial Title:
1.3. How long have you been with your current em ployer, what is the longest you 
have ever stayed with any given em ployer?
1.4. W hat factors enticed you to stay with a com pany when other opportunities 
were presented?
1.5. W hat has made you leave com panies in the past?
1.6. In your opinion, what is the single most im portant factor attributing to your
success to date?
1.7. On a scale of 1-10, how im portant are form al developm ent opportunities in 
retaining an individual?
M inim al 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 H ighly Important
QUESTION SET -  Developm ent Program s
2.1. W hat developm ent program s have you been involved in kicking off? Tell me 
about it. (Components, duration, iterations, etc.)
2.2. W hat were the go als of this developm ent program ?
2.3. How does the program  quantify success? (M etrics)
2.4. W hat w as required to get buy in, both from  m anagem ent and participants?
2.5. How are participants identified/recruited?
2.6. In term s of execution and results, what went w ell?
2.7. In term s of execution and results, what issues has the program  had to over­
come?
2.8. How is the program  docum ented? (Charters, guides, results, etc.)
2.9. Is there a m entorship component?
2.10. Is there anything about the program  that kept you up a night?
Appendix E: Existing Programs Question Set
QUESTION S E T -A b o u t  You
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2.11. In your opinion, what are the most common roadblocks individuals experi­
ence in advancing their career?
2.12. What components should a multi-year development program include to of­
fer the most benefit to participants and the company?
2.13. What is the optimal duration you feel a growing professional should remain 
in a single role? Why?
2.14. What barriers do you see to implementing a multi-year development pro­
gram in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry?
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - A b o u t  H igher Edu catio n
3.1 Do you see a relationship between higher education and advancement?
3.2 Does your company currently support or encourage furthering higher educa­
tion? If so, how?
3.3 Have you pursued higher education while an employee, or encouraged others 
to? Why? (reasons, obstacles, incentives, benefits)
3.4. How has your post-second ary education (or lack thereof) affected your ca­
reer?
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - A b o u t  M entorship
4.1 Do you feel mentorship programs are valuable toward career advancement?
4.2 Are you a mentor? Tell me about your experiences.
4.3 Do you have a mentor? Did your mentor influence a decision to stay or leave 
a company?
4.4 What approaches/methods have worked well in your mentorship experi­
ences?
Q U ESTIO N  SE T  -  C losing Co m m en ts
5.1. Is there anything else you would like to add?
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1.1. What is your education level?
1.2. Tell me about your position in your company and the Alaska Oil & Gas indus­
try.
1.3. What would make you consider leaving your current company? What has 
made you leave companies in the past?
1.4. Why have you chosen to stay with a company when other opportunities are 
presented?
1.5. Do you have an Individual Development Plan?
What have you done to build it? What resources did you use?
Who have you shared it with?
How are you executing on it?
1.6. Do you think your goals are attainable at your company, or in this industry?
1.7. On a scale of 1-10, how important is formal development opportunities in re­
taining an individual?
Minimal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 Highly Important
Q U ESTIO N  SET -  A b o u t D evelopm ent Program s
2.1. Tell me about your experience in development programs.
Why did you join?
What have your experiences consist of, and what benefits have you 
gained?
What would you like to see done differently?
Would you do one again?
2.2. Are there other efforts are underway to retain your company's talent?
2.3. What components should a multi-year development program include to offer 
the most benefit to participants and the company?
2.4. What would you hope to gain as an outcome of participating in a multi-year 
development program?
Appendix F: High Potential Individuals Question Set
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - A b o u t  You
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2.5. What barriers do you see to implementing a multi-year development pro­
gram in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry?
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - A b o u t  H igher Ed u catio n
3.1. Does your company currently support or encourage furthering higher educa 
tion?
3.2. Have you pursued higher education while an employee, if not what where 
the reasons or obstacles, if yes, what was the reason or incentive?
3.3. Do you see a relationship between higher education and advancement?
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - A b o u t  M entorship
4.1. Do you have a mentor? Tell me about the experience.
4.2. How has having a mentor helped you advance?
4.3 What has worked well in maintaining a positive relationship with your men­
tor?
Q U ESTIO N  S E T - C lo s in g  Co m m en ts
5.1. In your opinion, what are the most common roadblocks individuals experi­
ence in advancing in Alaska O&G?
5.2. In your opinion, what is the single most important factor attributing to your
success to date?
5.3. Is there anything else you would like to add?
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Framework for a Multi-Year Development Program
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A Framework For a Multi- 
Year Development Program 
Targeting High Potential 
Individuals in the Alaska Oil 
& Gas Industry
Project Manager -  Ryan Loomis 
UAA MSPM Capstone Project 
December 1st, 2015
Agenda
•  Project Background
•  Project Overview
•  Research Results
•  Framework
•  Lessons Learned
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Engineering
Construction
Contractors
Operations
Project
M anagem ent
Alaska Oil & Gas Industry
ConocoPhillips ck 2m
Owners
Alyeskopipeline'
Limited Labor Pool
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Individuals with Diverse Experience 
in Highest Demand
» >50% of individuals in Company X 
have been there less than 5 years
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Page 4 of 36
Multi-Year Development Program 
Targeting High Potential Individuals
» Increase Retention of High Potential Individuals 
»  More Knowledgeable Work Force 
»  Increase Cross-Business Collaboration
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Project Deliverables
Project Management Plan Documenting Project Planning and Execution
Framework for a Multi-year Development Program Targeting High Potential 
Individuals
Final Project Report Detailing Research Process and Results
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Literature
Review
> Analysis
> Develop 
Framework
Interviews
Research Approach
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Literature Review
m
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m
Existing Programs
m Multi-Year, Global Program (Production Company) 
m Short Term, Local Program (Contractor Companies) 
Generational Differences 
Importance of Career Paths 
Leadership Assessments
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Interviews
High-Potential & 
High Aspiration 
Individuals 
(4)
Existing
Programs
Experts
(2)
Effective 
Development 
& Increased 
Retention
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Basis of Interviews
*  Alaska O&G Industry Specifics
»■ Retention
»■ Career Growth & Success 
»■ Roadblocks for Advancement 
»■ Higher Education 
»■ Mentorship Best Practices
^  Multi-Year Development Program
»■ Components 
»■ Outcomes/Benefits 
»■ Barriers 
»■ Duration
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Interview Data Analysis
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Factors Associated with Retention
Factors enticing individuals to stay at a company
•  Challenges & Opportunities (58%)
•  Fair Compensation (58%)
•  Personal Relationships (50%)
•  Job Satisfaction (33%)
Factors leading individuals to leave a company
•  Lack of Challenges (58%)
•  Risk to Employment Status (33%)
•  Changing Company Focus (Senior Managers)
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Roadblocks to Success in AK O&G 
Contractor Companies
Good ‘ol Boy Bureaucracy (58%) 
Limited/Small Market (50%)
» Siloes of Operation 
Blockers & Pigeonholing (33%)
“the greatest roadblock to advancement 
is the person themselves.” (33%)
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Importance of Formal Development 
Opportunities
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Components of a Successful Program
Exposure Education
Accountability I  Personalization Mentorship
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Program Components
Participant Accountability
•  Documentation of Accomplishments
•  Structured IDP Reviews
Program Accountability
•  Scheduled Check-Ins
•  Fit For Purpose Trainings
•  Attainable, Clearly Communicated Program Goals
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Program Components
m
m
m
m
Multiple Departments & Roles 
Support Functions 
Field Experience 
Diverse Range of Individuals 
“  Trainings 
m Travel
■•Ad Floe Projects 
“  Community Involvement 
“  Name Recognition 
•  Soft Skills
“  Teambuilding 
“  Leadership
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Program Components
m Individual Development Plan 
Career Map
•  Achievement Milestones 
»  Duration
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Program Components
m Value of a Degree 
Resume Building 
m Comfort Zone 
m Long Term Commitment 
m Sacrifices
Training & Certifications 
Fit For Purpose / Value Adding
m
m
m
Higher Education is “a commitment to want to take [a career] to the next level.”
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Program Components
“Mentorship Should Be Intentional and Targeted”
Types of Mentors
•  Technical Authority
•  Dissociated Senior Manager
•  Single Area
Best & Worst Practices
•  Clear Expectations
•  Meeting Agendas
•  Outside Chain of Command
•  Willingness & Commitment
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Barriers to Program Implementation & 
Long-term Success
Economics 
Dynamic Market 
Program Management 
Executive Commitment 
Participant Retention
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Role Duration
Adequate Time to Become Proficient (100%) 
Identify & Implement Positive Change (50%) 
Individual Dependent, No Set Duration (25%)
•  18 months to 3 years
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Benefits
/
‘Society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they know they shall never sit in.”
Well-rounded Pool of Potential Leaders
•  Increased Understanding of Business 
Capabilities & Goals
»  Clear Client Communication of Business 
Capabilities & Bandwidth
»  Increased Retention - “A Touch of Loyalty”
»  Series of Improvements
Maturity & Experience 
Motivated & Engaged 
»  High morale, Enthusiasm
•  Vested Interest in the Company
•  Pipeline of Top Performers
•  Better Salespersons
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A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
LESSONS LEARNED -  EXECUTION STAGE
Understand External Commitments
A clear understanding of external comm itm ents was critical to delivering this project by December of 
2015. Throughout the execution stage the external com m itm ents consisted of a) a highly dem anding 
project, which required substantial off rotation work, b) network group comm itm ents consisting of a 
leadership role in the Inspired Professionals of Alaska, an active participant in the Association for the 
Advancem ent of Cost Engineering International, and key representative on a cross Employee Network 
Group comm unication & collaboration task force, c) acceptance of a position at a new com pany out of 
state and d) preparations to move. By developing an understanding of these comm itm ents early on the 
plan was built accordingly. Thoroughly understanding resource availability from day one allowed the 
plan to be built in a way that was successfully executed.
More Risk = More Buffer/Float
The constraint matrix for this project is defined by academic deadlines. Schedule is the most critical, 
followed by scope. Cost has almost no play in this project as there is not a budget in play. As a majority 
of the risks identified had schedule impacts, this turned into use of float and buffer in the planning 
stage. Since there is only one resource on this project, the critical path was pretty simple, and very few 
items actually have any float. The planned buffer based on the identified risks was in delivering a 
successful project. An excellent example is the final project report form atting. Uncertainty in regards to 
my ability to properly form at the paper led to incorporation of buffer during the finale paper stage. This 
was beneficial when new form atting requirements were introduced by the graduate school. This
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reform at was incorporated w ithout delaying the deliverables because adequate buffer was built into the 
finalization process to support realizing a risk such as this.
Lessons Learned from Similar Projects
Lessons learned from other project, specifically Lena Petrova's and Alena Robeson's, played a huge part 
in successfully executing this project. Their insight to the specific deliverables was invaluable. To fully 
capture the benefit of prior projects lessons, a student advisory comm ittee was utilized. The student 
advisory comm ittee exists external to the project for the soul purpose of providing support based on 
prior project execution of sim ilar project.
Involve Experienced Writers
Due to the com plexity of the writing requirem ents associated with the final project report outside 
assistance was needed. Technical w riting proficient was a requirem ent for completing the project, and 
3rd party (outsourced) editors provided critical expertise in the editing and form atting stages of the 
paper. Early identification of this specialized need was critical in identifying and recruiting the correct 
resources to support critical path activities late in the project.
Interview Early
W hen approaching a research component of a project, plan the research gathering phase early and with 
substantial duration. Identifying, recruiting, and interviewing subject matter experts for the project was 
time consuming. Interviews were a learning process, and in multiple cases topics discussed in an 
interview led to additional questions for future interviews. By planning adequate time into the 
interview process, and starting early, subject matter experts interviewed early in the process were 
revisited to answer any new questions and provide clarifications.
ASK QUESTIONS
This lesson learned belongs on every project. Either not enough questions were asked early enough, 
resulting in a lesson to be learned, or adequate questions were asked resulting in a successful 
experience to be shared. In this project asking questions, no matter how repetitive or small, allowed for 
draft deliverables to be created at near final product standards. In addition, the end success of the 
project was be determined by how well I questioned my sponsor during the drafting of the charter and 
product description.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
LESSONS LEARNED -  PLANNING STAGE
Early Feasibility Analysis
A feasibly analysis was conducted in late August of 2014. This analysis consisted of a project schedule 
built around academ ic deadlines and resource leveled around my slope schedule. This feasibility 
analysis provided early identification that the Fall 2014 academ ic deadlines were not reasonable. As 
such, the risk mitigation matter of early deferral was utilized. This is a lesson learned because the 
feasibility analysis should have been completed prior to the Fall 2014 drop deadline, which would have 
eliminated the need to defer. If this feasibility analysis had been completed in Spring or early Sum m er 
2014 then the option to start academic deliverables prior to sem ester start could have eliminated the 
need to defer in the first place. Given the nature of my external com m itm ents at that tim e it is unlikely, 
however because the feasibly analysis was not done sooner the option to complete 686A in Fall 2014 did 
not exist.
Define the Product Early
W hile early sponsor buy in was critical to form ing the project, the actual product to be delivered was not 
defined until late in the planning process. If this has been well defined as part of the initial chartering 
session and then subject to change control much rework would have been eliminated form the planning 
process.
Understand External Commitments
A clear understanding of external comm itm ents was critical to delivering the plan for this project by
April of 2015. Throughout the planning stage the external comm itm ents consisted of a) a highly
dem anding new project, which required 17 weeks of near continuous effort at the onset and much off
rotation work, b) participation and completion of a Leadership Developm ent Program reliant on out of
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office work times, c) network group comm itm ents consisting of a leadership role in the Inspired 
Professionals of Alaska, an active participant in the Association for the Advancem ent of Cost Engineering 
International, and key representative on a cross Employee Network Group comm unication & 
collaboration task force, d) extenuating fam ily requirements. By developing an understanding of these 
comm itm ents early on the plan was built accordingly. W ithout thoroughly understanding resource 
availability from  day one it would not have been possible to develop an executable plan.
More Risk = More Buffer/Float
The constraint m atrix for this project is defined by academ ic deadlines. Schedule is the most critical, 
followed by scope. Cost has almost no play in this project as there is not a budget in play. As a m ajority 
of the risks identified had schedule impacts, this turned into use of float and buffer in the planning 
stage. Since there is only one resource on this project, the critical path was pretty simple, and very few 
items actually have any float. This made planning buffer into activities based on the identified risks 
crucial to a successful planning stage. An excellent exam ple is the IRB process. Both the uncertainty of 
the IRB process and past lessons learned on the IRB led me to include substantial buffer for this set of 
activities. This was beneficial when a prelim inary IRB Submission Review was introduced into the 
project (by Dr. Kim). This review process was incorporated without delaying the deliverables because 
adequate buffer was built into the drafting process to support realizing a risk such as this.
Lessons Learned from Similar Projects
Lessons learned from other project, specifically Lena Petrova's and Alena Robeson's, played a huge part 
in successfully executing the planning stage of this project. Their insight to the specific deliverables was 
invaluable. To fully capture the benefit of prior projects lessons, a student advisory comm ittee was 
created. The student advisory committee exists external to the project for the soul purpose of providing 
support based on prior project execution of similar project.
ASK QUESTIONS
This lesson learned belongs on every project. Either not enough questions were asked early enough, 
resulting in a lesson to be learned, or adequate questions were asked resulting in a successful 
experience to be shared. In this project asking questions, no matter how repetitive or small, allowed for 
draft deliverables to be created at near final product standards. In addition, the end success of the 
project will be determined by how well I questioned my sponsor during the drafting of the charter and 
product description.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
KNOWLEDGE AREA SELECTION
Note: Execution stage changes and addendum s are indicated by orange font. All PPM Updates are 
indicated in green font.
Communication Management
Comm unication has already proven to be a w eak point in my project -  largely due to my early deferral of 
the class in Fall 2014. As a rotational slope w orker I am constantly changing physical locations and my 
access to various comm unication methods fluctuates. All three comm ittee m embers reside in Anchorage, 
allowing for in person comm unication to be partially utilized. W ithout clear expectations on 
comm unication frequency and method it would be too easy to fall into the routine of only checking in 
every six weeks as I travel through Anchorage. A  strong com m unications plan clearly identifying multiple 
comm unication methods that take into account the remote location of my career location will be key to 
the success of this project.
To assess my ability to follow the comm unication plan and m easure its effectiveness I will implement 
three controls. Initial agreem ent by comm ittee members will be documented agreeing that the 
comm unication plan will provide adequate information to keep the individual informed. At each status 
update m ilestone I will unofficially inquire where the committee m embers believe I am in the project. If 
the comm ittee mem bers and I are in alignment, comm unication will be deemed effective. If there appears 
to be a gap between m yself and one or more of the comm ittee members I will revisit and reassess the 
comm unication plan with the individuals.
February 20, 2015 update: Communication baseline established for each committee member and 
documented in communication plan.
March 16, 2015 update: Communication plan updated in the PMP. Clarification meeting with the project 
sponsor held. Communication via telephone (per the communication plan) with project Committee 
Member. Need to focus on improved communication with Project Advisor.
April 5, 2015 update: Communication plan finalized in the PMP. Sufficient communication with project 
sponsor through text and email to meet administrative deadlines -  the focus has been access to 
confidential information (IRB driven) and final product description agreement. In person meeting with 
Project Advisor resulted in receipt of PPM 3 redlines. Need to shift focus to improved communication 
with the third Project Committee Member.
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Project Execution Phase Plan: Comm unication with all team members continues to be a challenge. In 
686A I consistently communicated well with the Project Sponsor, yet went back and forth between the 
Project Advisor and the third Project Committee Member. Comm unication is critical to the success of a 
project, and as such I will continue to have this as a focus in 686B.
The metrics I assigned for 686A were effective. I will retain these metrics for 686B. I expect to receive 
greater variation in responses to the unofficial inquiry as I expect execution to be less academically 
structured in comparison to the planning stage.
Septem ber 18, 2015 update: KPI Log added to PMP, which will assist in measuring the communication 
metrics as defined in the PMP. Per this log, have set up a calendar reminder to send out inquiry of my 
project status to comm ittee members upon submission of PPM1. Good discussion with project advisor 
over project, specifically focused on how I have "as needed follow-up interviews" planned during the 
report writing phase of my project. The concern was these follow-up questions/clarifications would be 
considered raw data. It was communicated by project advisor that this is fine and not part of the initial 
data collection/research expected to be complete for PPM 1.
October 9, 2015 update: KPI Log updated in PMP. Comm unication with Project Sponsor and Project 
Advisor happened verbally. Clarity on the Go/No-Go Checkpoint was gained through conversation with 
Project Advisor. Consensus between Project Sponsor, Project Advisor, and Project Manager is the project 
is slightly behind but recoverable. This consensus shows comm unication with Project Sponsor and Project 
Advisor is on track. Comm unication with the third Project Comm ittee Member has been lacking and will 
become the focus on the Project Manager in the coming month.
November 6, 2015 update: Verbal comm unication with Project Sponsor supported by receipt of PPM 2 
grade. Verbal update with Project Committee Member, which covered current status and ongoing 
concerns. Consensus between Project Advisor, Project Committee Member, and Project Manager is the 
project is on track for completion.
November 20, 2015 update: Project Committee Member provided feedback on PPM 3 deliverables. Email 
communication with Project Committee Member clarifying comments and discussing issue resolutions. 
Instant message communication with Project Sponsor, who is out of town for a conference. Consensus 
between Project Advisor, Project Committee Member, and Project Manager is the project is on track for 
completion.
December 4, 2015 update: By choosing communication as a focus knowledge area for this project 
improved my understanding of communication management. I was able to identify m easureable ways of 
tracking communication and associated quantitative measurements of success. Having it as a focus area 
enabled greater visibility to my communication m anagement performance.
Stakeholder Management
Managing key stakeholders is critical to the success of a project. Due to the rotational aspect of my project 
and vacillating plan to accomplish the work it is critical to effectively manage my stakeholder's 
expectations. This has already proven difficult with committee members due to deferral of the planning 
stage of this project. A solid Stakeholder Management Plan will be established consisting of a stakeholder 
resister and a stakeholder influence analysis. Based on the Stakeholder Management Plan, a strong
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Comm unication Management plan will be developed focused on maintaining alignment with key 
stakeholders.
Mastery of stakeholder m anagement will be exhibited in two primary ways. The first is through early 
identification and comm unication with stakeholders targets for interviews and surveys. This will highlight 
the importance of stakeholder insight while providing opportunity for early participation. Informally 
interviewing stakeholders will allow me to impress the importance of this project for stakeholders. The 
second way I will prove mastery of stakeholder m anagement will be through a small survey utilizing a 1- 
10 scale inquiring on the effectiveness of my comm unication and if the project outcome addressed their 
expectations.
February 20, 2015 update: Stakeholder management plan updating to include potential interview sources. 
Comm unication plan built identifying stakeholder comm unication needs.
March 16, 2015 update: Stakeholder m anagement plan incorporated into PMP. Key stakeholders have 
reviewed PMP and issued comments for incorporation.
April 5, 2015 update: Stakeholder management plan finalized in PMP. Comments from key stakeholders 
have been incorporated into key docum ents, includingthe Risk Register, Charter, and Product Description.
Project Execution Phase Plan: Stakeholder m anagement went very well in 686A. Key stakeholders, 
including the Project Sponsor, were involved early and often. Initial conversations have been held with 
some stakeholders critical to execution phase. I will continue to focus on stakeholder management in 
686B, focusing on early identification and communication with potential interviewees. I will retain the 
end metric of issuing a small survey upon project completion.
Septem ber 18, 2015 update: Early identification and comm unication with stakeholders worked wonders 
during the research phase of execution. Six of seven executive level stakeholders were available during 
the tim efram e scheduled for interviews. This is a direct result of effective stakeholder management, 
specifically of informal and early comm unication followed up by form alized comm unication in the 
stakeholders preferred form at (email, via secretary, text, etc.).
October 9, 2015 update: With interviews complete focus has shifted to stakeholders involved in 
completion of the deliverables. Primary docum ent reviewers have been engaged and are aware/prepared 
for draft docum ents for review. Student Advisor has been re-engaged for lessons learned in regards to 
docum ent drafting and format.
November 6, 2015 update: Primary docum ent reviewers remain fully engaged, providing review and 
feedback on draft deliverables. Student Advisor remains engaged, providing content suggestions. As the 
presentation dates overlap with Project Manager external commitments, effected stakeholders have 
been informed.
November 20, 2015 update: Primary docum ent reviews remain fully engaged, providing multiple sets of 
review and input on draft deliverables. Student Advisor engaged for review and content suggestions. 
Tentative presentation tim e and date released by Adm inistrative stakeholder, this information has been 
relayed to stakeholders who will be effected by the Project Managers absence from external 
comm itm ents at the time of presentation.
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December 4, 2015 update: Having stakeholder management as a selected focus area was of great benefit 
in executing this project. The additional visibility to this knowledge area assisted in risk management, 
especially because many of the identified risk mitigation methods required early stakeholder engagement.
Scope Management
Scope creep kills projects. Currently my project is conceptual and the details of the scope will undergo 
many alterations. To exhibit mastery of scope management I will have a solid scope statement with a 
schedule of activities with a dictionary of exactly what scope is to be accomplished in each activity. This 
will be a quantitative dictionary providing the basis for identification of changes. A change control process 
will be developed to evaluate trends and changes. The change controls process will analyze the value of 
the change and the effect of the change on both schedule and required man-hours. The specifics and 
decision for each proposed change will be documented in the change order log.
Mastery will be established by a comprehensive change order log. As potential changes are encountered 
the project committee will be informed and consulted on an as needed basis. Through informal methods 
a conversation will happen at major milestones to identify scope creep and discuss the change order log. 
Agreement that in progress and planned work falls within the original plan or is captured on the change 
order log will demonstrate effective scope management.
February 20, 2015 update: Change process is established and being utilized. Change log has been created. 
Primary change to date is the removal of surveys from the project plan. Meetings with the Project Sponsor 
have provided clarification on fram ework requirements, resulting in a revised scope statement.
March 15, 2015 update: Change process is being utilized. A change was proposed to move the project 
from being product oriented to research oriented. Further investigation of the impact to the project and 
clarification of Project Sponsor expectations has led to a rejection of this change request. This is proof 
the change process is working.
April 5, 2015 update: Change process finalized in PMP. No major changes to process since
implementation. Continue to utilize Change Requests and Change Log. Stakeholder suggested scope 
expansion change to include change of industry and new hires. Change was rejected as it is in conflict 
with the Project Charter.
Project Execution Phase Plan: Scope management will become critical to success in execution phase, and 
therefore will be retained as a focus knowledge area. During 686A the focus was developing a baseline 
scope statem ent and a viable change process. In 686B focus will shift to identification, evaluation, and 
incorporation (if approved) of changes. Once the Planning Stage baseline is finalized any addition, 
deletion, or substantial modification of an activity in the schedule will be evaluated as a change.
September 18, 2015 update: Change process as defined in the PMP is phenomenal. 9 change requests 
have been documented, with 8 approved and 1 rejected. Use of change control process greatly helps 
contain the change, ensuring full impacts of the change are understood and taking into account when 
making a final decision. End result of recent change control efforts (which included a schedule crashing 
and scope reduction exercise) is a project achievable within the primary project constraint of time.
October 9, 2015 update: The change process as defined in the PMP continues to work well. 1 additional 
change has been documented and approved. Use of the change control processes ensured clarity on the 
effects of running two deliverables paths sim ultaneously in the schedule opposed to sequentially.
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November 6, 2015 update: The change process as defined in the PMP continues to work well. One 
additional change has been approved, and one change has been rejected. Use of change control processes 
ensured clarity of schedule activities, combining two sections that were previously at too low of a level.
November 20, 2015 update: The change process ad defined in the PMP continues to work well. No 
changes have been approved. Verbal change suggestions by external stakeholders have been avoided as 
the conversation of the change process and potential effects discouraged the stakeholders from form ally 
submitting their suggestions.
December 4, 2015 update: Solid change m anagement was critical to the success of this project. Having 
scope management as a knowledge area forced me to follow the defined change management process 
and keep my change docum entation up to date. This was crucial in preventing scope creep, and in only 
implementing change with value to the project.
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Project Management Plan
1.0 Project Overview
1.1 Current State
The Alaska Oil & Gas industry has a limited labor pool which creates a high demand for talented individuals. As a result competition is fierce among the companies in the Alaska’s Oil and Gas Industry. Furthermore, companies devote considerable resources to recmiting and training talent, only to see that individual leave for a competitor or Alaska altogether; individuals who exhibit potential for leadership are difficult to retain. Individuals with experience in all aspects of arctic oil & gas construction, from engineering through operations, are in the highest demand. Despite this, some of largest employers in Alaska do not have solidified long term programs for developing talent in these areas. There is considerable need for the companies in Alaska’s Oil and Gas Industry to develop and implement a plan which will ultimately result in the retention of talented, skilled employees.
1.2 Future State
The primary outcome will be increased retention of high potential individuals. The desired secondary outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
1.3 Need
This project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive long term development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry
2.0 Scope
2.1 Project Scope of Work
This project will produce three deliverables:
1. a project management plan that details exactly how the project will be executed
2. a final project report
3. a framework for a multi-year development program targeting high potential individuals in the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. The produced framework will focus on job movement every 18-24 months. This framework will touch on mentorship best practices and applicable higher education. The framework will come from analysis of a compilation of sources, including self-conducted literature reviews and interviews with relevant individuals.
The planning of this project will begin August 29th, 2014 and the execution will be completed by December 15 st, 2015.
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Project Exclusions
• This project does not include implementation of the development program.• This framework will not be tailored to a specific company, resource, or individual.• This project does not include a training associated with applying or handing off the documentation.• This project does not include a financial breakdown or cost analysis.• There will not be a real world test on the effectiveness of the designed program.
2.2 Deliverables
2.2.1 Project Management Deliverables 
2.2.1.7 Project M an a g e m e n t  Plan
Description The Project Management Plan (PMP) will define all aspects executing of the proposed project.
Deliverable Acceptance Criteria PMP to be reviewed and accepted by the Project Advisor, Roger Hull.Standards for Content and Format The PMP will adhere to the standards and content of the PMBOK and the UAA MSPM Program.Quality Review -  A draft will be submitted to all committee members for initial review.
2.2.1.2 Final Project Report
Description -  The Final Project Report (FPR) will provide a comprehensive review of the research conducted in this project, final project outcomes, and project lessons learned.
Deliverable Acceptance Criteria - FPR to be reviewed and accepted by the Project Advisor, Roger Hull.Standards for Content and Format -  The FPR will be structured mirroring research papers published by PMFQuality Review - A draft will be submitted to all committee members for initial review.
2.2.2 Product Deliverables
2.2.2.1M ul 77- Year De velopment Program Framework
Description -  The Multi-Year Development Program Framework (FWK) will target retention of high potential
Deliverable Acceptance Criteria FWK to be reviewed and accepted by the Project Sponsor, Josie Wilson.Standards for Content and Format The FWK will be structured according to research findings and sponsor input.
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individuals by outlining a program containing three key components: multiple jobassignments, mentorship best practices, & relevant higher education. A detailed account of the FWK is found in Appendix G: Product Description._______
Quality Review -  Content will be communicated with the Project Sponsor at each PPM milestone A draft will be submitted to all committee members for initial review.
2.2.3 Deliverable Approval Authority Designations
Deliverable Deliverable Approvers (Who Date
Number CAN APPROVE) Approved
01-PMP Project Management Plan (PMP) Roger Hull 5/11/1502-FPR Final Proj ect Report Roger Hull 11/25/1503-FWK Multi-Year Development Framework Josie Wilson 12/1/15
2.2.4 Deliverable Acceptance Procedure
All final deliverables will be submitted to committee members for review and approval through Blackboard. Acceptance of deliverables 01-PMP and 02-FPR will be indicated in the form of a passing grade (>80%). Acceptance of deliverable 03-FWK will be indicated in writing.
2.3 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
The project is split into three phases: Initial Feasibility Review, Planning, and Execution. Full WBS can be found at Figure 6: WBS -  Planning Phase and Figure 7: WBS -  Execution Phase located in Appendix A.
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2.4 Change Control 
2.4.1 Change Control Process
Figure 2: Change Control Process
*Form 9: Change Request Form and Form 10: Change Log Template located in Appendix C - Forms.
2.4.2 Change Control Board ( C C B )
The Project Manager has unilateral authority to accept or reject proposed changes.
3.0 Overall Strategy
3.1 Project Management Approach
Due to external constraints on the Project Managers availability, this project will be executed in three week segments of time. The project will be on soft hold for alternating segments. The Project Manager has full authority to adjust project requirements and plan around these soft holds.
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3.2 Critical Success Factors
• Deliverables are completed and submitted on time• Sufficient data is collected to complete the development program execution plan• Final PMP is approved by Project Advisor• Final FPR is accepted by Project Advisor• Final FWK is accepted by the Project Sponsor
3.3 Project Logistics
All committee members physically reside in Anchorage. The Project Manager resides in Anchorage less than half the time. Primary communication will happen in person in Anchorage, however it will be necessary to utilize phone calls and video conferences. Logistics between committee members and the Project Manager will be coordinated by the Project Manager. Specific logistic requirements to be outlined in the communication plan.
4.0 Project Organization
4.1 Stakeholder Management Plan
A stakeholder is an individual or organization with “a vested interest in the success of [the] project.” As such, an interviewee is a data source and not necessarily a stakeholder.
4.1.1 Stakeholder Information
ID Name j Position j Role Contact Information
1 Josie Wilson :
CH2M HILL O&G 
Training & Leadership 
Development Manager
; Project 
: Sponsor Josie.W ilson@ ch2m .com
2 Roger Hull UAA Faculty
; Project
: Advisor : RKHull@ uaa.alaksa.edu
3 LuAnn Piccard UAA Faculty
Committee
Member LPiccard@ uaa.alaska.edu
4 Meuy Saechao | UAA MSPM Admin
: UAA
: Requirements :
| Assistance j M Saechao2@ uaa.alaska.edu
5
Stephanie
Loomis
Educational Mentor & 
W riting Reviewer
: Document 
■ Review sloom is05@ hotm ail.com
6 Scott Loomis :
Program Manager & 
Business Development
: Document 
: Review Scottloo05@ hotm ail.com
7 Alena Robson : Student Advisor
: Student 
: Advisor AlenaRobson@ gm ail.com
Manager j
8 Interviewees : Various Source Various
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; Participant
9 : Interviewees : Various : Source : Various
Executor :
10 Interviewees | Various | Source | Various
4.1.2 Stakeholder Assessment
ID Name Requirements Expectations Influence Interest
1 Josie Wilson
Assist in Stakeholder 
identification & 
management. Assist in 
procurem ent of 
materials for lit review. 
Comm unication during 
execution to keep 
docum ent in format 
that provides value. 
Attend presentation of 
final deliverable.
Finished product 
that can be utilized 
by Engineering / 
Construction / 
Operations 
companies in 
Alaska. High High
2 Roger Hull
Advisor, Go/No-Go 
reviews, PPM 
review/edits/com ments. 
Attend presentation of 
final deliverable.
Strong PMP with
realistic
deliverables. High High
3 LuAnn Piccard
PPM
review/edits/com ments. 
Open comm unication 
throughout project. 
Attend presentation of 
final deliverable.
Strong PMP with 
realistic
deliverables. PPMs 
subm itted on time. High High
4 Meuy Saechao
Comm unication as 
adm inistrative issues 
arise. Assistance 
navigating 
deferral/extended 
timelines.
Adm inistrative tasks 
are completed. Medium Medium
5
Stephanie
Loomis
Regular communication. 
Deliverable review.
Passing
docum entation Low High
6 Scott Loomis
Regular communication. 
Deliverable review.
Passing
documentation Low High
7 Alena Robson
Comm unication as 
needed while planning 
and executing the 
project.
; Complete 
: docum entation, 
; access to final 
deliverable. Low Medium
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8
Manager
Interviewees
Contact as needed for 
interview input.
Insight applicable to 
the management 
and retention of 
individuals in the 
Alaska O&G 
industry. Low Low
9
Participant
Interviewees
Contact as needed for 
interview input.
Insight applicable to 
the management 
and retention of 
individuals in the 
Alaska O&G 
industry. Low Medium
10
Executor
Interviewees
Contact as needed for 
interview input.
Insight applicable to 
the management 
and retention of 
individuals in the 
Alaska O&G 
industry. Low Low
4.2 Project Team
4.2.1 Project Team Organizational Breakdown Structure
Figure 3: Project Team Organizational Breakdown Structure
4.2.2 Project Team Roles and Responsibilities
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Role Responsibility Name
Project Manager Plan and execute the proj ect. Ryan LoomisProject Advisor Provide review and deliverable acceptance. Roger HullCommittee Member Provide deliverable review. LuAnn PiccardProject Sponsor Provide final deliverable input and acceptance. Josie WilsonStudent Advisor Provide as needed support on project planning and monitoring. Alena Robson
5.0 Project Management and Controls
5.1 Assumptions
• The advisory committee will be available review all project documents and PPM’s• All deliverable can be completed by completion of PM686 class series• The project manager will be the only resource assigned to work packages• There is no funding associated with this project• Sufficient data from interviews to support analysis.
5.2 Constraints
Schedule Scope Cost
Fixed X
Somewhat Flexible X
Flexible X
Figure 4: Constraint Priority! Matrix
5.3 Risk Management
5.3.1 Risk Management Strategy
Risks have been identified in two categories: External Risks (those outside of project control) and Internal Risks (those inside of project control). Risk effect has been assessed and an appropriate response documented. As risks occur, changes will be managed through the Change Control Process outlined in section 5.5 Change Control. As risks become obsolete they will be marked inactive in the Risk Register.
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5.3.2 Project Risk Identification, Analysis, and Status
Risk Register
Risk Name Description of Risk .ikelihooc Impact Risk Level Response Type Owner Status Comment
External Risks (Conditions outside the  control of the project)
PMP PMP not approved by Sponsor Low High Low
Mitigate; Check in with sponsor 
throughout planning process Sponsor Closed 9/18/15- Did not occur.
PMP Hardware Issues Low High Low Mitigate; back up all work to cloud and external hard drive PM Closed
9/18/15- Mitigating, has not 
occurred.
12/4/15 - Did not occur.
Research Lack of available interviewees Medium Medium Medium
Mitigate; early identification and 
contact of interviewees PM Closed
9/18/15 - Early identification and 
contact has somewhat mitigated 
this risk, however it will continue 
to be monitored until followup 
interviews are complete. 
10/9/15 - Interviews complete, 
risk has passed.
IRB IRB denies project Low High Medium Accept; defer to next semester and re-evaluate project topic IRB, PM Closed 9/18/15- Did not occur.
PMP Project manager becomes III Low Low Low
Mitigate; PM to get flu shot & 
drink Emergen-C. PMto manage 
opportunities to accelerate 
schedule.
PM Closed
9/18/15- Mitigating, has not 
occurred.
12/4/15- Successfully mitigated.
Presentations
PM is not available to 
attend/call in at schedule 
presentation times
Low High Medium
Mitigate; early identification of 
presentation dates & times. PM 
to reschedule flights around 
these dates.
PM Closed
9/18/15 - Mitigated, still risk of 
flights not aligning. Continue to 
monitor until final presentation. 
12/4/15- Successfully mitigated.
Class
Attendance
PM is not available to 
attend/call in to scheduled 
class sessions.
Low Medium Low
Mitigate; early identification of 
class dates. PMto reschedule 
flights around these dates.
PM Closed
9/18/15 - Mitigated, still risk of 
flights not aligning. Continue to 
monitor until final class. 
12/4/15 - Successfully mitigated.
PMP, Project 
Completion
Project Manager has 
unscheduled work shifts or 
extended work shifts.
High High High
Mitigate; PMto decline optional 
OT, build slack into schedule by 
reducing PM resource availability.
Discuss with supervisor, clear 
communication on R&R 
commitments. Project deadlines 
are to be incorporated into PM's 
Outlook calendar.
PM Closed
9/18/15 - Mitgation actions and 
change control process allow for 
occurance of this risk to be 
controlled. Impacts are currently 
minimal due to ability to crash 
the schedule and reduce scope 
via the change control process. 
12/4/15-Successfully mitigated.
PMP, Project 
Completion
Project Manager is only 
available on a rotational 
basis
High High High
Accept; schedule built to 
accommodate planned slope 
hitches
PM Closed 9/18/15-Occurred, plan reflects this accepted risk.
IRB IRB delays response Low Low Low Accept; inform advisor Committee,PM Closed 9/18/15- Did not occur.
Project
Completion
Family Emergency of 
committee memberorPM Low Low Low
Accept; delay project if severe 
enough
Committee,
PM Closed 9/18/15- Did not occur.
PMP Committee members do not communicate on time Medium Low Low
Mitigate; communicate early and 
often
Committee,
PM Closed 9/18/15- Did not occur.
Internal Risks Conditions within the control of the project )
Project
Completion PM Defers High Medium High
Mitigate; Plan PM686A and 686B 
a semester apart. Work on 
deliverables priorto start of 
semester.
PM Closed 12/4/15- Successfully mitigated.
Research Lack of Data Medium High Medium
Mitigate; determine sources 
during planning phase. Begin 
contact of potential sources 
during planning.
PM Closed 12/4/15- Successfully mitigated.
Project
Completion
Project not complete on 
time High Medium High
Mitigate; Use SPI as KPI, utilize 
comments from committee PM Closed 12/4/15- Successfully mitigated.
Slippage Project Manager does not prioritize time Medium Medium Medium Accept; crash tasks PM Closed
9/18/15- Risk has occurred, 
schedule crashed and change 
control process utilzedto 
minimize effects. 
12/4/15-Accepted, closed
Scope Creep Project scope grows to an unmanageable level Medium High Medium
Mitigate; utilize change control 
process. PM Closed
9/18/15 - Change control process 
is being used, as a result scope 
creep has been stalled. Continue 
to monitor and control this risk. 
12/4/15-Successfully mitigated.
PMP Project Manager takes vacation High Low Medium
Mitigate; schedule built to 
accommodate planned vacations PM Closed
9/18/15 - Unavilable for 4 days, 
this resource availablity has been 
incorporated into the project 
schedule.
10/9/15- Risk occurred, could 
occur again, reset to open status 
12/4/15- Did not reoccur.
Closeout Delay in Closeout Low Low Low Mitigate; collect lessons learned throughout execution process PM Closed 12/4/15- Successfully mitigated.
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5.4 Procurement Management Plan
The Expectations for PM 686A and 686B Capstone Project Advising document provided by the UAA MSPM Department will be signed by all committee members. No other formal pledges will be utilized on this project. No formal contracts will be utilized on this project.
5.5 Project Timeline
l lh  Quarter
bwtuiFeos... Initial PkininiNf
Rtvi...
11f.ll
Go>Ho Go Fall 2014 
Decision 
9rtS/H
Pl.i/uiBng
9/1G.H -V3HA5
Is !  Quartrr ,.Yid
Ta-wn 1 Illicit J H H d l] HHch * Hilch -j S.. HI...e
9/i 3... V -
Final
Planning
PMP Complete 1RB Approved 
Afifli 4/lSd-i
Execution
9/4A5 -12/7A5
jember 2015 [October 2015 j November 2015
Research
9/4 A  5 -11/3 A  5
♦
Initial Interviews 
Complete 
9 A  6/15
Final Project Report w/ Framework
10/7/15 -11/20/15
mberp015 
Finish 
12/7/15
11/19/15 -12/1/15
F nal 
Project
Project Closeout
11/19 A  5 - 12/7A5
Figure 5: Project Timeline
*Grey activities indicate periods with no planned project work. **See Figure 8 in Appendix B for detailed Project Schedule
5.6 Project Budget
There are no costs directly associated to this project. Any expenses will be covered by the project manager.
5.7 Communication Plan
5.7.1 Communication Management Approach
Initial inquiry with each committee member will document preferred communication method and frequency. Responses from this inquiry are integrated into the Communication Matrix below. At each status milestone committee members will beThis is a controlled document, refer to the document control index for the latest revision Revision: 1.2 01-PMP 10
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asked for their impression on project status. If the committee members and Project Manager are in alignment, communication will be deemed effective. If there appears to be a gap between the Project Manager and one or more of the committee members then the communication plan will be revisited and reassessed with the individual.
All project documentation will be available through Blackboard.
5.7.2 Communication Matrix
ID Name
Communication
Frequency
Communication Level 
of Detail
Preferred
Communication
Medium
1 Josie Wilson
Three tim es every six 
weeks.
High Level, with as 
needed specifics. In person, text
: 2 Roger Hull
At each PPM, open 
comm unication as 
needed throughout 
the project. Detail Email
3 LuAnn Piccard Twice every six weeks. Detail In person, phone
; 4 : Meuy Saechao As necessary. High Level Email, phone
: 5
Stephanie
Loomis As needed. Detail Email, phone
: 6 Scott Loomis As needed. Detail Email, phone
7 Alena Robson As needed. High Level Text, email
: s
Manager
Interviewees As needed. High Level Email
: 9
Participant
Interviewees As needed. High Level Email
10
Executor
Interviewees As needed. j High Level j Email
5.7.3 Project Status Reports
Project Status Reports will be prepared within one week of PPM deadlines. These will be available to all committee members via Blackboard. Planning Stage Project Status Reports are included in Appendix H.
5.8 Project Metrics 
5.8.1 Baselines
Project baselines will be snapped in the project at two predefined points. The first is creation of the project plan. The second is upon approval of the project plan. If changes to the project are substantial or significantly change project scope, the project can be re-baselined. This will be managed through the change control process in section 5.5 Change Control.
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5.8.2 Key Performance Indicators
5.8.2.1 Sc h ed u le  Perfo rm ance  I n d e x
The primary KPI utilized in the project is SPI. An acceptable range for SPI is between 0.9 and 1.3. SPI indications outside of this threshold will result in schedule analysis, and potential changes. Project progress will be based on physical percent complete of the activity.
5.8 .2 .2  COM M UNICA TIO N
At each status milestone committee members will be asked for their impression on project status. If the committee members and PM are in alignment, communication will be deemed effective. If there appears to be a gap between the PM and one or more of the committee members the communication plan will be reassessed with the individual to gain alignment.
5.8.2.3 Progress Perfo r m an ce  M ile s to n e  (PPM) Grades
Each PPM submission will be reviewed by the Project Advisor within 5 days of submission. The PPM grades above 90% are considered acceptable. PPM grades 80- 90% will require a conversation with the Project Advisor and applicable committee members. PPM grades below 79% will require a key stakeholder meeting to discuss the method and timeline to bring the project back in compliance.
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5 .8 .2 .4K P IS tatus Tr ac kin g
At each milestone indicated for the above KPI’s, the result and any required actions will be recorded in a KPI Status Log. This log will, at a minimum, include the KPI being measured, outcome/status of the KPI, an indicator (Green, Yellow, Red) based on defined thresholds, and any actions required based on the KPI status.
KPI Status Tracking
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH 
POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL
Project Title: & GAS INDUSTRY Date Prepared: December 4, 2015
Date KPI Status
Indicator
(G-Y-R)
Narrative
(Action Required, Effects, etc.)
9/17/2015 SPI 0.19 R
Utilizing Change Control Process, 
update project plan and rebaseline.
9/18/2015 SPI 0.96 G
After rebaseline, project is on track 
both for completion date and SPI is 
within acceptable thresholds.
9/18/2015 Communtication Aligned G
Project Advisor and Project Sponsor 
are in alignment with understanding 
of current status of project.
9/23/2015 PPM Grade 99% G No action required.
10/9/2015 SPI 0.89 Y
SPI is outside of acceptable range, 
schedule evaluated. Crashing is an 
option, discussion on 10/9/15 with 
project advisor.
10/9/2015 Communtication Aligned G
Project Advisor and Project Sponsor 
are in alignment with understanding 
of current status of project and 
needed crashing efforts.
11/5/2015 PPM Grade 100% G No action required.
11/20/2015 SPI 1.00 G 1.0 after deliverables turned in.
9/18/2015 Communtication Aligned G
Project Advisor and Project Sponsor 
are in alignment with understanding 
of current status of project.
9/25/2015 PPM Grade Go G
No grade received for PPM 4, go 
status communicatedFigure 6: KPI Status Tracking
5.9  Quality Control 
5.9.1 Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction will be indicated by acceptance of deliverable 03-FWK Multi- Year Development Framework by the Project Sponsor. The Project Manager and Project Sponsor will discuss project status, expectations, and applicable change orders at intervals defined in 5.9.2 Communication Matrix.
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5.9.2 Tools and Techniques
The project will utilize Microsoft Project for all planning, scheduling, and monitoring tasks. Microsoft WBS Chart Pro will be utilized for the creation and update of the project work break down structure. Microsoft Office Suite, including Power Point and Visio, will be utilized for all other project activities.
5.9.3 Project/Product Deliverable Presentation
The Project Manager will prepare and deliver a presentation at the end of both the Planning Phase and the Execution Phase. The Planning Phase presentation will include project objectives, an overview of the project charter and project management plans, and a description of the project deliverables. The Execution Phase presentation details will be clearly defined during the execution phase, and will include a project overview, product overview, and key lessons learned.
6.0 Project Close
6.1 MSPM Administrative Close
Both hard and electronic copies of deliverable 02-FPR: Final Project Report, appendices, lessons learned, knowledge area mastery documentation, and PowerPoint presentation will be delivered to the MSPM Department. Once the final presentation is complete the project is closed.
6.2 Product Handoff
Deliverable 03-FWK: Multi-Year Development Framework with all supporting documentation and research will be submitted to the Project Sponsor for final approval. Upon submittal of these documents the product will be considered complete, thereby concluding the project manager’s involvement with the product.
6.3 Lessons Learned
Lessons learned will be included in deliverable 02-FPR.
Lessons learned will be collected throughout the life of the project and documented in the Lessons Learned Log. Lessons Learned Template is included as Figure 11 in Appendix C: Forms. Lessons learned will include successfully executed opportunities.
During project closeout a survey will be provided to key stakeholders utilizing a 1-10 scale inquiring on the effectiveness of project communication and if the project outcome addressed their expectations. A ranking of 7 or lower will result in an interview with the stakeholder identifying their concerns, which will be documented in the project lessons learned.
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Appendix A: Work Breakdown Structure
Figure 7: WBS - Planning Phase
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Figure 8: WBS - Execution Phase
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Appendix B: Project Schedule
ID WBS Task Name %
Complete
Work Start Finish
0 0 C a p s t o n e  S c h e d u l e  -  n e w  
o r i g i n a l  b a s e l i n e
1 0 0 % 3 6 7 .3 5  h r s F r i  8 /29 /1 4 M o n
1 2/7/15
1 C a p s to n e  P ro je ct 100% 367.35 h rs F r i 8/29/14 M on 12/7/15
1.1 Start 100% 0 hrs Fri 8/29/14 Fri 8/29/14
1.2 Initial F e a s ib ility  R e v ie w 100% 0 h rs F r i 8/29/14 M on 9/15/14
1.2.1 Feasibility Schedule 100% 0 hrs Fri 8/29/14 Mon 9/15/14
1.2.2 Go/No Go Fall 2014 Decision 100% 0 hrs Mon 9/15/14 Mon 9/15/14
1.3 P la n n in g 100% 162.32 h rs T u e  9/16/14 M on 5/11/15
1.3.1 Initial P la n n in g 100% 92 h rs T u e  9/16/14 Fri 3/20/15
1.3.1.1 C o m m itte e 100% 9 h rs T u e  9/16/14 Fri 3/20/15
1.3.1.1.1 Identify Committee Members 100% 3 hrs Tue 9/16/14 Wed 9/17/14
13 1.3.1.1.5 Begin Planning Phase 100% 0 hrs Tue 9/16/14 Tue 9/16/14
14 1.3.1.1.6 Obtain Committee Member 
Contract Signatures
100% 4 hrs Tue 2/10/15 Wed 2/11/15
10 1.3.1.1.2 Compile Petition fo r Outside 
of MSPM Committee Member
100% 2 hrs Thu 2/12/15 Thu 2/12/15
11 1.3.1.1.3 Submit Petition fo r Outside 
of MSPM Committee Member
100% 0 hrs Fri 2/13/15 Fri 2/13/15
15 1.3.1.1.7 Student/Advisory 
Committee Contract
100% 0 hrs Fri 2/20/15 Fri 2/20/15
12 1.3.1.1.4 Petition for Outside of 
MSPM Committee Member 
Approved
100% 0 hrs Fri 3/20/15 Fri 3/20/15
16 1.3.1.2 S p o n s o r s h ip 100% 8 h rs F r i 11/7/14 T h u  1/29/15
17 1.3.1.2.1 Draft Sponsorship Letter 
Example
100% 2 hrs Fri 11/7/14 Fri 11/7/14
18 1.3.1.2.2 Identify Primary Sponsor 100% 2 hrs Fri 1/16/15 Fri 1/16/15
19 1.3.1.2.3 Obtain Primary Letter of 
Sponsorship
100% 4 hrs Wed 1/28/15 Thu 1/29/15
20 1.3.1.3 Draft PM P 100% 75 h rs M on 11/17/14 T u e  2/24/15
23 1.3.1.3.3 Create Draft Project 
Schedule
100% 25 hrs Mon 11/17/14 Mon 12/15/14
25 1.3.1.3.5 Created Draft Project 
Charter
100% 5 hrs Mon 11/17/14 Thu 1/29/15
26 1.3.1.3.6 Create Draft Stakeholder 
Analysis
100% 4 hrs Mon 11/17/14 Mon 11/17/14
22 1.3.1.3.2 Create Roject Abstract 100% 2 hrs Thu 1/29/15 Thu 1/29/15
24 1.3.1.3.4 Build Draft WBS 100% 2 hrs Thu 1/29/15 Thu 1/29/15
21 1.3.1.3.1 Identify & Document Primary 
PM Focus Areas
100% 2 hrs Fri 1/30/15 Fri 1/30/15
31 1.3.1.3.1 Draft Scope Statement 100% 5 hrs Wed 2/11/15 Fri 2/13/15
27 1.3.1.3.7 Draft Communications 
Management & Stakeholder 
Management Plans
100% 4 hrs Tue 2/17/15 Mon 2/23/15
30 1.3.1.3.1 Compile Draft PMP 100% 22 hrs Fri 2/20/15 Tue 2/24/15
28 1.3.1.3.8 Define KRs and Draft 
Project Controls 
Management Plan
100% 1 hr Mon 2/23/15 Mon 2/23/15
29 1.3.1.3.9 Draft Initial Risk Register & 
Risk Management Plan
100% 3 hrs Mon 2/23/15 Mon 2/23/15
50 1.3.3 P la n n in g  A d m in is tr a t iv e  T a s k s 100% 34.22 h rs W ed 1/28/15 M on 4/20/15
64 1.3.3.2 G S P 100% 2 h rs W ed 1/28/15 W ed 1/28/15
65 1.3.3.2.1 Create GSP 100% 2 hrs Wed 1/28/15 Wed 1/28/15
66 1.3.3.2.2 GSP Submitted 100% 0 hrs Wed 1/28/15 Wed 1/28/15
70 1.3.3.4 P la n n in g  S ta g e  S tatu s  
B rie f in g s
100% 5 h rs F r i 2/6/15 Fri 3/27/15
71 1.3.3.4.1 Prepare Status Briefing 1 100% 1 hr Fri 2/6/15 Fri 2/6/15
72 1.3.3.4.2 Status Briefing 1 Complete 100% 0 hrs Fri 2/6/15 Fri 2/6/15
73 1.3.3.4.3 Prepare Status Briefing 2 100% 2 hrs Tue 2/24/15 Tue 2/24/15
74 1.3.3.4.4 Status Briefing 2 Complete 100% 0 hrs Fri 2/27/15 Fri 2/27/15
75 1.3.3.4.5 Prepare Status Briefing 3 100% 2 hrs Mon 3/16/15 Mon 3/16/15
76 1.3.3.4.6 Status Briefing 3 Complete 100% 0 hrs Fri 3/27/15 Fri 3/27/15
Aug 31, '14 Oct 5, '14 Nov 9, '14 Dec 14, '14 Jan 18, '15 Feb 22, '15 Mar 29 
21 5 20 5 20 4 19 4 19 3 18 2 17 4 19 3
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ID W B S T a s k  N a m e %
C o m p le te
W b r k S ta r t F in is h  15  M a r 2 9 , '1 5  
19  3  18
M a y  3 , '1 5  
3  18
51 1.3.3.1 IRB 100% 15.22 h rs T h u  2/12/15 M on 4/20/15 10C1 1 1 1 1 1 1 IT T T T T %
5 2 1 .3 .3 .1 .1 E s ta b lis h  IRB A c c o u n t 1 0 0 % 2 h rs T h u  2 /1 2 /1 5 T h u  2 /1 2 /1 5 1 1 
1 1
6 2 1 .3 .3 .1 .1 C o m p le te  IRB T ra in in g 1 0 0 % 5  h rs T h u  2 /1 2 /1 5 M on  2 /2 3 /1 5
6 3 1 .3 .3 .1 .1 IRB T ra in in g  C o m p le te 1 0 0 % 0  h rs M o n  2 /2 3 /1 5 M on  2 /2 3 /1 5 —r-------------------------------
100%
100%
5 3 1 .3 .3 .1 .2 IRB S u b m is s io n  D ra f te d 1 0 0 % 4  h rs T h u  3 /1 9 /1 5 F ri 3 /2 0 /1 5 \
r
*
5 4 1 .3 .3 .1 .3 D r a f t  In te rv ie w  Q u e s t io n s 1 0 0 % 2 h rs F ri 3 /2 0 /1 5 F ri 3 /2 0 /1 5
5 5 1 .3 .3 .1 .4 IRB S u b m it te d  f o r  M S P M  
R e v ie w
1 0 0 % 0  h rs F ri 3 /2 0 /1 5 F ri 3 /2 0 /1 5 00%
1 1
5 6 1 .3 .3 .1 .5 IRB S u b m is s io n  F in a liz e d 1 0 0 % 0 .2 2  h rs T h u  3 /2 6 /1 5 F ri 3 /2 7 /1 5 100 %
761 1 .3 .3 .1 .1 IRB S u b m it te d 1 0 0 % 0  h rs F ri 3 /2 7 /1 5 F ri 3 /2 7 /1 5 j  3/2
5 7 1 .3 .3 .1 .6 IRB R e v is e d 1 0 0 % 2 h rs S u n  4 /5 /1 5 S u n  4 /5 /1 5 100%
■ 1
. X .  1
5 8 1 .3 .3 .1 .7 IRB R e s u b m itte d 1 0 0 % 0  h rs M o n  4 /6 /1 5 M o n  4 /6 /1 5
■
4/6
i
5 9 1 .3 .3 .1 .8 IRB R e s u b m itte d  A g a in 1 0 0 % 0  h rs T h u  4 /9 /1 5 T h u  4 /9 /1 5 4/9
™  1
1 i
g  4/20
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
6 0 1 .3 .3 .1 .9 IRB A p p r o v e d 1 0 0 % 0  h rs M o n  4 /2 0 /1 5 M on  4 /2 0 /1 5
6 7 1.3.3.3 R e s e a rc h 100% 12 h rs T h u  2/12/15 Fri 2/20/15
6 8 1 .3 .3 .3 .1 Id e n ti fy  P re lim in a ry  
R e s e a rc h  M e th o d s
1 0 0 % 1 0  h rs T h u  2 /1 2 /1 5 F ri 2 /2 0 /1 5
6 9 1 .3 .3 .3 .2 Id e n ti fy  R e s e a rc h  S o u rc e s  
&  K e y  W o rd s
1 0 0 % 2 h rs T h u  2 /1 2 /1 5 F ri 2 /2 0 /1 5 i
i
3 2 1.3.2 Final P la n n in g 100% 36.1 h rs Fri 4/3/15 M on 5/11/15
^  100%
1
3 7 1.3.2.2 F in a lize  PM P 100% 20.1 h rs Fri 4/3/15 T u e  4/7/15
3 8 1 .3 .2 .2 .1 F in a liz e  W B S  a n d  S c h e d u le 1 0 0 % 8  h rs F ri 4 /3 /1 5 M o n  4 /6 /1 5
■1
100%
3 9 1 .3 .2 .2 .2 F in a liz e  D r a f t  o f  P ro je c t  C h a 1 0 0 % 0 .5  h rs F ri 4 /3 /1 5 S u n  4 /5 /1 5 :v
► u
'
r
1 0 0 %
4 0 1 .3 .2 .2 .3 F in a liz e  D r a f t  P M P 1 0 0 % 3 .2  h rs F ri 4 /3 /1 5 T u e  4 /7 /1 5 100%
1
1
41 1 .3 .2 .2 .4 F in a liz e  D r a f t  o f  A b s t r a c t 1 0 0 % 2 h rs F ri 4 /3 /1 5 F ri 4 /3 /1 5 00%
100%
100%
1
-----1—
100%
1
1
4 2 1 .3 .2 .2 .5 C o m p ile  P M P  A p p e n d ic e s 1 0 0 % 6 .4  h rs F ri 4 /3 /1 5 T u e  4 /7 /1 5
4 3 1 .3 .2 .2 .6 P M P  C o m p le te 1 0 0 % 0  h rs T u e  4 /7 /1 5 T u e  4 /7 /1 5
3 3 1.3.2.1 P ro je c t  Plan P re se n ta tio n 100% 12 h rs S u n  4/5/15 M on 4/20/15 ■
3 4 1 .3 .2 .1 .1 D r a f t  P la n n in g  S ta g e  
P re s e n ta t io n
1 0 0 % 4  h rs S u n  4 /5 /1 5 M o n  4 /6 /1 5 100%
100%3 5 1 .3 .2 .1 .2 F in a liz e  P la n n in g  S ta g e  
P re s e n ta t io n
1 0 0 % 8  h rs M o n  4 /6 /1 5 T h u  4 /9 /1 5
3 6 1 .3 .2 .1 .3 P re s e n t  o n  P la n n in g  S ta g e 1 0 0 % 0  h rs M o n  4 /2 0 /1 5 M on  4 /2 0 /1 5
4 4 1.3.2.3 P la n n in g  S ta g e  B in d e r 100% 4 h rs Sa t 4/25/15 M on 5/11/15
100
1
P  100%
%
%
%
p ;  5/11 
g  5/11
4 5 1 .3 .2 .3 .1 C o m p ile  P la n n in g  B in d e r  
(E le c t ro n ic )
1 0 0 % 2 h rs S a t  4 /2 5 /1 5 S a t  4 /2 5 /1 5
4 6 1 .3 .2 .3 .2 C o m p ile  P la n n in g  S ta g e  
L e s s o n s  L e a rn e d
1 0 0 % 2 h rs S a t  4 /2 5 /1 5 S a t  4 /2 5 /1 5 100
1
100
1
1
1
1
1 ^
1
1
4 8 1 .3 .2 .3 .4 S u b m it  P la n n in g  B in d e r  
(E le c t ro n ic )
1 0 0 % 0  h rs S a t  4 /2 5 /1 5 S a t  4 /2 5 /1 5
4 7 1 .3 .2 .3 .3 P ro je c t  P lan  A p p r o v e d 1 0 0 % 0  h rs M o n  5 /1 1 /1 5 M on  5 /1 1 /1 5
4 9 1 .3 .2 .3 .5 P la n n in g  S ta g e  C o m p le te 1 0 0 % 0  h rs M o n  5 /1 1 /1 5 M on  5 /1 1 /1 5
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ID WBS Task Name %
Complete
Work Start Finish 16, '15 Sep 20, '15 Oct 25, '15 
31 | 15 | 30 | 15 30 | 14
Nov 29, '15 
29 | 14
77 1 .4 E x e c u t i o n 1 0 0 % 2 0 5 .0 3  h r s F r i  9 /4/15 M o n  1 2/7 /1 5
78 1.4.1 Begin Execution 100% 0 hrs Fri 9/4/15 Fri 9/4/15 4 l l 
l l 
l l 
l l79 1 .4 .2 R e s e a r c h 1 0 0 % 1 0 9  h r s F r i  9 /4/15 T u e  1 1/3 /1 5
88 1 .4 .2 .2 I n t e r v i e w s 1 0 0 % 2 9  h r s F r i  9 /4/15 W e d  9 /1 6 /1 5
T
g  1 0 0 %
i i i
89 1.4.2.2.1 Identify Interview ees 100% 11 hrs Fri 9/4/15 Tue 9/15/15 1 0 0 % 1 1 1 1
90 1.4.2.2.2 Conduct Initial Interviews 100% 18 hrs Tue 9/8/15 Wed 9/16/15
9 /1 6
1 1 1 
1 1 1
91 1.4.2.2.3 Initial Interviews Complete 100% 0 hrs Wed 9/16/15 Wed 9/16/15 11
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1
80 1 .4 .2 .1 L i t e r a t u r e  R e v i e w 1 0 0 % 6 6  h r s M o n  9 /7/15 S u n  1 0 /1 1 /1 5 p  1 0 0 %
1
1 0 0 %
0 0 %
1
81 1 .4 .2 .1 .1 P r o g r a m s 1 0 0 % 8  h r s M o n  9 /7/15 T h u  9 /1 0 /1 5
f
82 1.4.2.1.1 Identify Similar Programs 100% 2 hrs Mon 9/7/15 Mon 9/7/15 1
83 1.4.2.1.1 Obtain Similar Program 
Information
100% 6 hrs Tue 9/8/15 Thu 9/10/15
84 1 .4 .2 .1 .2 M e n t o r s h i p  &  M i l l e n n i a l s 1 0 0 % 5 8  h r s M o n  9 /1 4 /1 5 S u n  1 0 /1 1 /1 5
1 0 0 %  
" 1
^  1 0 0 %
85 1.4.2.1.2 Identify Mtentorship & 
Generational Literature
100% 4 hrs Mon 9/14/15 Tue 9/15/15
86 1.4.2.1.2 Obtain Literature for 
Review
100% 4 hrs Wed 9/16/15 Thu 9/17/15 1 0 0 %
87 1.4.2.1.2 Review Literature 100% 50 hrs Thu 9/17/15 Sun 10/11/15 1 0 0 %
1
l
l l 
l l 
l l 
l
92 1 .4 .2 .3 A n a l y s i s 1 0 0 % 1 4  h r s W e d  1 0/7 /1 5 T u e  1 1/3 /1 5 II r
j_1 0 0 %
_
g 1 0 0 %
94 1.4.2.3.2 Review & Analyze Similar 
Programs
100% 4 hrs Wed 10/7/15 Thu 10/8/15 1
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1
1 0 0 %
1 1
93 1.4.2.3.1 Review & Analyze 
Interview Data
100% 4 hrs Thu 10/8/15 Fri 10/9/15
1
95 1.4.2.3.3 As Needed Interview 
Follow-up
100% 6 hrs Sun 11/1/15 Tue 11/3/15 —  1
96 1 .4 .3 A d m i n i s t r a t i v e  F u n c t i o n s 1 0 0 % 6  h r s F r i  9 /4/15 F r i  1 0 /2 3 /1 5
o 
o
97 1 .4 .3 .1 S t a t u s  B r i e f i n g s 1 0 0 % 6  h r s F r i  9 /4/15 F r i  1 0 /2 3 /1 5
1 0 0 %
X
1
98 1.4.3.1.1 Prepare Status Briefing 4 100% 2 hrs Fri 9/4/15 Fri 9/4/15 1 1 1 
1 1 1
—11 1 II 
1 0 0 %
X  i
1 0 0 %
1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 %
1 1X i i
99 1.4.3.1.2 Status Briefing 4 Complete 100% 0 hrs Fri 9/4/15 Tue 9/15/15
i
i
i
i
100 1.4.3.1.3 Prepare Status Briefing 5 100% 2 hrs Sun 10/11/15 Sun 10/11/15
101 1.4.3.1.4 Status Briefing 5 Complete 100% 0 hrs Fri 10/16/15 Fri 10/16/15
102 1.4.3.1.5 Prepare Status Briefing 6 100% 2 hrs Thu 10/22/15 Thu 10/22/15
103 1.4.3.1.6 Status Briefing 6 Complete 100% 0 hrs Fri 10/23/15 Fri 10/23/15 g  1 0 / 2 3
1
—
1 0
0C
0 %
%
118 1 .4 .5 F in a l  P r o j e c t  R e p o r t 1 0 0 % 6 0 .0 3  h r s W e d  1 0/7 /1 5 F r i  1 1 /2 0 /1 5
119 1.4.5.1 Draft MSPM Report w / 
Framew ork
100% 32.03 hrs Wed 10/7/15 Fri 11/6/15
1
1 0 0 %
120 1.4.5.2 Finalize MSPM Report w / 
Framew ork
100% 28 hrs Sat 11/7/15 Fri 11/20/15 i
i
i
i
i
i
104 1 .4 .4 P r o j e c t  C l o s e o u t 1 0 0 % 3 0  h r s T h u  1 1 /1 9 / 1 5 M o n  1 2/7 /1 5 Ip  1 0 0 %
105 1 .4 .4 .1 P r e s e n t a t i o n 1 0 0 % 1 0  h r s T h u  1 1 /1 9 / 1 5 T u e  1 2/1 /1 5
0C
i
tr
I  1 0 0 %
%
1 0 0 %
1 0 0 %
| 1 0 0 %  
0 0 %  
1 0 0 %
106 1.4.4.1.1 Draft Presentation 100% 4 hrs Thu 11/19/15 Fri 11/20/15
i 11
i i
i i
II
-
i i ■ 
i
107 1.4.4.1.2 Finalize Presentation 100% 4 hrs Sat 11/28/15 Sun 11/29/15
108 1.4.4.1.3 Present Capstone Froject 100% 2 hrs Tue 12/1/15 Tue 12/1/15
115 1 .4 .4 .4 L e s s o n s  L e a r n e d 1 0 0 % 8  h r s T h u  1 1 /2 6 / 1 5 T h u  1 2/3 /1 5
116 1.4.4.4.1 Compile Lessons Learned 100% 4 hrs Thu 11/26/15 Fri 11/27/15
117 1.4.4.4.2 Summarize Lessons 
Learned
100% 4 hrs Wed 12/2/15 Thu 12/3/15 ii
i
i
i
■ !
109 1 .4 .4 .2 F in a l  P r o j e c t  D e l i v e r a b l e s 1 0 0 % 1 2  h r s W e d  1 2/2 /1 5 M o n  1 2/7 /1 5 Ill P  1 0 0 %
x
1 0 0 %110 1.4.4.2.1 Compile Project Binder 
(Eectronic)
100% 6 hrs Wed 12/2/15 Fri 12/4/15 i i ii i i
112 1.4.4.2.3 Compile Project Binder 
(Physical)
100% 6 hrs Fri 12/4/15 Sun 12/6/15 1 0 0 %
1 1 ij X
1 0 0 %
1 1 I I
1 0 0 %
1 1 1
1 0 0 %
1 1 I I
111 1.4.4.2.2 Submit Project Binder 
(Eectronic)
100% 0 hrs Mon 12/7/15 Mon 12/7/15
113 1.4.4.2.4 Submit Project Binder 
(Physical)
100% 0 hrs Mon 12/7/15 Mon 12/7/15
114 1.4.4.3 Execution Complete 100% 0 hrs Mon 12/7/15 Mon 12/7/15
Figure 9: Project Schedule
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Appendix C: Forms 
Change Request Form
C H A N G E  R E Q U E S T
A Framavjork for a Multi-Year OevelopnreT Program Targeting High Pote-Tial Iro viduala i the Proj ect Title: Aaska C £ Gas hduslrv_____
Person P eqL estir j  Change: H. -jQOTiis_______
Date Prepared: XX-XX.-201X
Change Humber:
Category o f  Change: 
HI 5ccae 
H  C c it
3  Quality 
_  Schedule
_  Beqiirements 
_  G scl  T e n t s
D rta iled D esa ip tion  c f Proposed Change:
J ustificn tian fa r  Proposed Change:
Impacts a f  Change;
S tupe _ ncrease _ Decrease _M odify
Description:
Q uality _ ncrease _ Decrease _M cd i-y
Description:
R eqU rerrcnts 0  ftnerease 0  Decrease- _M cd i-y
Description:
to s t n  Increase- n  Decrease _M cd i-y
Description:
Schedule _ ncrease _ Decrease _M cd i-y
Figure 10: Change Request Form
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Dote:
C H A N G E  R E Q U E S T
Descripaan:
Project Documents
Comm ents:
_1 Approve _  Defer _1 RejectDisposition
Justification:
Change Control Board ^igratures:
Name Role Signature
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Change Log
Change Log
12/4/2015
Change
ID D Category D Description D Submitted B^D SubmittedDate D Status D Disposition D Other Comments ^
1 Administrative
Change title from 
"Guide" to "Framework" R. Loomis 2/12/2015 Closed Approved
2 Scope Reduction
Remove Survey's from 
Execution Plan J. Wilson 2/12/2015 Closed Approved
Survey activities marked 
inactive in schedule 2/14/15. 
Survey activities deleted 
3/20/15
3
Scope
Clarification
Added an internal MSPM 
review of IRB 
documents. L. Piccard 3/19/2015 Closed Approved
Adds 1 hour of work, consumes 
remaining float on IRB 
activities.
4 Scope Addition
Amend scope to include 
development of 
individuals new to the 
industry. S. Loomis 2/24/2015 Closed Cancelled
Denied to to schedule impact 
and departure from the project 
purpose, as defined in the 
Project Charter.
5 Scope Reduction
Remove review of 
confidential retention 
data. R. Loomis 9/5/2015 Closed Approved
Removes activites in section
2.4.2.2, reducing scope by 14 
hours. Removes activity
2.4.2.4.2, reducing scope by 6 
hours.
6 Execution Change
Remove hitch 1 0and 11 
from schedule. R. Loo mis 9/17/2015 Closed Approved
Removed activities 1.13 and 
1.14 from schedule. Increases 
resource availability during 
those timeframes.
7 Execution Change
Follow-up interviews 
happen concurrently 
with framework drafting, 
opposed to prior to 
framework drafing. This 
better reflects project 
execution plan. R. Loomis 9/ 17/2015 Closed Approved
2.4.2.3.3 successor changed 
from 2.4.6.2.1to FF with 
2.4.6.2.10
8 Administrative
Past hitches inflating 
earned hours. Remove 
from schedule. R. Loomis 9/ 17/2015 Closed Approved
Hitches 1 -9  removed from 
schedule.
Need to capture in lessons 
learned.
9 Execution Change
Baseline reset, 
incorproating above 
changes. R. Loomis 9/ 17/2015 Closed Approved
SPI reset to 1.0. Had to 
overwrite original baseline 
(still captured in separate 
document) as MS Project SPI 
calcuations use original 
baseline and not current 
baseline. Need to capture in 
lessons learned as it would 
alter the execution of 
schedule managmeneton 
future projects.
10 Execution Change
Drafting Final Project 
Report simultaneous to 
Analysis and Framework. R. Loomis 10/9/2015 Closed Approved
Activity 1.4.5.1 is now start to 
start with 1.4.2.3.1
11 Execution Change
Removal of Literature 
Review R. Loomis 11/5/2015 Closed Rejected
Denied as literature review is 
an administrative 
requirement.
12 Administrative
Framework draft 
activities removed from 
schedule - these are 
included in draftingthe 
MSPM report. R. Loo mis 11/6/2015 Closed Approved
Activities under 1.4.6 
removed. Definition for 
activities 1.4.5.1 and 1.4.5.2 
updated to include framework 
as research results. Work 
under 1.4.5.2 Finalize Report 
increased to incorporate this 
additional clarity.
Figure 11: Change Log
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Lessons Learned Template
Figure 12: Lessons Learned Template
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R l S u l i  a Oh Im-H u u s l  C w in q u L
E x iL K N A L  CU SID M I.K  F i .I.IIH SLK
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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It e m s  T  h a t  W i=n t W e l l
1
2 .
3
4.
5.
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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W m j i  Dm W l  L l a k h  F k O m T imS Pk O j l u i ?
1
2 .
3
4.
5.
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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W i ia i  S h o u l d  B l Dq h l  D ii- i- l k l h  n r  Hl x i  T im l ?
1
2 .
3
i
5.
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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A c i iOh I i l h s T d F inall£l L l SSQh S L la k n l u
1. ItEm:
Ferson R esponsib le: 
C om m itm ent for C losure: 
Notes.:
2. ItEm:
Ferson R esponsib le: 
C om m itm ent for C losure: 
Notes:
3. Item:
Ferson R esponsib le: 
Com m itm ent fo rC lo su re : 
Notes:
i .  Item:
Ferson R esponsib le: 
Com m itm ent fo rC lo su re : 
Notes:
5. Item:
Ferson R esponsib le: 
Com m itm ent fo rC lo su re : 
Notes:
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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Conducting a Lessons Learned Meeting
MCD p'cieots are r c i comclete j r  til a formal Lessors Learned ha a been perfcrmec, anc tne information is 
documentec anc archived It is vita tnat al projeol tear" memoers ree tnat Ihey can operly share fhe 'areas 
for improvement' as well as 'what went well" w iihcu: any fear cf punish men: or reprisal.
h is- information. wnen properly common catec anc race'dec by MCC stadf, can prove 1o be extremely valuab e 
fo r:he  success of future MCD p'ejects-.
A ■"ou'-slep orocesa "or conducting these rev ews may prove aevantageous:
First, prepare and circulate several specific questions about the project and give team 
members time to think about them and prepare their responses individually. (See examples 
below.f
Second, hold a Lessons Laarned meeting and discuss the team's responses to the questions.
Third, record the Lessons Learned meeting, and send the information out for reviewffinal
editing. Have the Project Sponsor and the Project Manager sign off on the final version.
Fourth, archive the information for future reference.
—he benefit o f the first step (cone individually by team members) is that it allows cu eler. mere analytical 
people to develop the r responses to Ihe questions without oeirg interrupted by the more outgoing vocal types 
who might otherwise dominate in a r actual meeting Also, t allows everyone tne time to create more 
tnoughtful responses, n summary, it car yield oetter discussion curirg  fhe Lessons Learned meeting 
Below are some questions Ihat may be aopropriate 1o send out before, and/or ask a ty c u r Lessons _earnec 
meeting.
F sea a check in the box next to the Questions thet are epprccriale to ask fer ycur specific project
General Q uestions
BY Q  N Cid we use the MCD checklists lo verify deliverab es for each Process Group: =hasE?Y P  N A re you prcuc cf o u r finished deliverab es (project work p'cducts]? If yes. wnets sc geed about tnem? If no, what's w eng wilh them? 
n  What was tne sirg e most frustrating pari of our project'7 
□  How would ycu cc th irgs dih'erenty next time tc avoid this frust'a lion'7
BWhart was the most gratifying or profess io nelly satisfy ng part of the project?Which of our merhcds.'processes worked particularly well?O  Which of our me:hods.'proces5es were d fficu t  or frustrating to use?
□  If you cculd wave a magic wane anc charge anytning abcu: the project, what would ycu change?
□  Y  □  N Die cur stakeholders, senior m aragers customers and sponsors) participate effectively? f  not, 
how could we rnprove their csrtio pation?
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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Process G rcup /P hase-S pec ific  Questf-on-s
Phase f: In itia ting
□  Y □  N Die we hold a oroject briefirg meeting with key Drier to beginning werk cn the celiverables7 f
so was it successful? I~l Y  l~l H Exp sin
□  Y O N  Was the Project Sponsor, Project Manager, and (as required) SMIEs identified, assigned, and
■givEn the proper authorty n a timely manner? If rot why?
Q  Y Q  N Were all the key slaveholders identified? If not, why?
I~l Y  l~l N Die o j r  feasibility ars  ysis identify al tne project deliverables tnat we eventually nad to b_ii d? If 
not, why?
B N Die cur feasibility ar a ysis identify unnecessary deliverables'7 If nof, why?N Die we develop a 'High-Level Plan"? Wou d it ta v E  helped7 Y (~| H If yes. explain0  Y Q  N Die c j r  oroject chadEr include all the comoonerts necessary to prior tc the project kickoff 
meeting fi.e., pricr to beginning the P anrirg phase?) 
hew cou d we havE improved on the Initiating chase?
B
P hase  fJ 
□  Y
□  y
□  y
: : Y|□
□ T □
□ Y □
: : Y|□
□  Y □  N
□  Y □  N
□  Y □  N
: P lann ing
□  N Was our initial scope statement accurate? (i e. Pew accurate were our origin a estimates 
nelatirg to the size anc effort fc r our oroject? Vutiat did we cve r or uncEr Estimate?
Consider ce iverables, w ork e ffo r materials requinec, etc. How cou d we have 
imp-cved cur estimate of size and e ffed so  that it was more accurate?)
(~| N Did we cc a comprehensive analysis cf ALL customer requirements? If not why?
|—| N Did we have the right people ass gned to the p 'c iec tteam ? (Consider subject matter
expert se. technical oortrioutiens. management, review and approval anc ether key roles) If 
no how can we make sure tnat we get the right people ne>:1 time?
N Did we cevelop the WBS accurately a rd  efficiently? If ro t why?
N Did we cevelop a WES diet onary? If nc, would it have helped?
N Were all the righ1 people assignee to the project core team?
N Did we use ME Project or Scheduling software to its fullest capabi ity?
If not, why?
□id we react accord ngly to ea ry warning signs of problems that occurred later ir  toe project? 
If not, why?
Could we nave completec tnis project witn fewer staff'vendors.'cortracto-s7 I-" sc, exp la ir:
Were our assumptions const'aints, I mitations, a rd  requirements mace c ear to a I 
staff.'vendors/oortractc's from the beginning? f  not, w hy7
0 Y 0 N  Were the'e a ry  d f f  ou ties negotiating the venco- ocntract? If so, explain:
0  Y 0  N Were the'e a ry  d f f  ou ties setting up vender paperwork (purchase crce's, contracts etc.) or 
getting the veoccr staded? If sc, exp la ir7
0  Y  0  N Were there team members or stakeholders who were missing f rcm the kicvoY meeting cr woo 
were not involved early e re  ugh n our project? If so woy?
0  Y  0  N Were all ream.'stakeoolcE' roles aoc responsibilities oleady ce ineated and communicated? If 
not why?
0  Y 0  N Were the deliverables spscfica t ons m lestones, and specific sohecu e elementer'dates clearly 
communicated? If not, why?
0  Y  0  N Was the =roject Plan comp ete7 If not. w hy7
0  Y 0  N Ehoulc other Js'ub-plans" (a.g. Eudget, Procurement, Duality. Change Cont'cl,
Com mu n oat on. M anagement;'have been ncuded? If so e x p a n
HY □  N Was the final project plan a op-roved by the Project Soonso '7 f not, w hy7 Y Q  N Did we he d a Kickoff Meeting prior tc beg nning toe Executing Phase?
How cou Ic we have improved o r the Fla nning chase?
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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P h a se  3 and 4. 
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N
□  Y  □  N 
8
Executing/C ontm M ng:
W as our imp Er'entaticn strategy fo r executing the Fnoject P an accurate and effective? If r d  
why?
Were we effective in completing the work packagesdasks? If net, why?
Was information collected and distributed effectively? If not, why?
Were we effective in team  development? I f r c l  wny?
WerE we effective in cur quality assurance m onitoring17 If not. why?
WerE we effective in monitoring sccpe7 If not. why?
Were our preject leam  m eetirgs orocuctive a rd  efficient? If not, why?
WerE the re m t-E 's  cf ourtEsi audience 1ruty representative of nor target audience? If net 
how could we assu re better representation in the future?
□id the test faci ities, Equipment, materials, and support people help tc make the test an 
accurate representation o f how the deliverables will be used in the "real world?' If not. how 
cou d we havE improved on ihesE items?
□id we gel tin"e y, high-qua ity feedback about how we might ir-'prcvE our deliverab e s ? If not, 
why?
□id our hard-eff of deliverables tc 1he user.'customer,'sponsor reprE=ent a smooth and easy 
transition? If not, why?
□id we m onitor project progress, scope, cua lty , risks. costs, anc schedules against ihe 
Project P an? Ifn c i why?
□id we have and effective change control system -^anc if applicable, cnange control boa 'd) in 
place? If not, would that have been cenenoal? □  y Q N  Explain:
□ id we update the Project Plan in a timely manner'7 In not, why'7 
hew ecu d we havE improved on the Executing phase? 
hew cou d we have improved on the Central ing phase?
P h a se  5.
□  Y
□  y
□  y
□  yB?
□  Y□
. C los in g :
□  N Did we cc procurement audits'7 l-'not. would they have been beneficial? 
Explain:
□  N
□  N
□  N
B nn
□  N
□id we cc a final oroduct verification? If net, why?
Waa the-e a formal acceptance Jsign-off by the customer}? If not, why? 
□ id we cc a formal Lessens Learned orocess? If net. why?
□id we review a rd  update all records fe.g Fnoject P an}? If not, why? 
□ id we archive all project recc-ds? If not, why?
□id we release orojact tea r- memoers in a timely fash on? Ifn c i why? 
hew cou d we have improved on the Closing chase?
Figure 8: Lessons Learned Template Continued
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Appendix D: Abstract
A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
The Alaska Oil & Gas industry has a limited labor pool which creates a high demand for talented individuals. As a result competition is fierce among the companies in the Alaska’s Oil and Gas industry. Furthermore, companies devote considerable resources to recruiting and training talent, only to see individuals leave for a competitor or Alaska altogether; individuals who exhibit potential for leadership are difficult to retain. Individuals with experience in all aspects of Arctic projects, from engineering through operations, are in high demand. Despite this, some of largest employers in Alaska do not have solidified long term programs for developing talent in these areas. There is a need for the contractor companies in Alaska’s Oil & Gas industry to develop and implement a plan which would ultimately result in the retention of talented, skilled employees.
This project produced a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas contractor industry. The produced framework focused on job movement with aspects of mentorship and applicable higher education. Through use of the this framework, employees would become highly trained and dedicated to their Alaska Oil & Gas employer as they received high quality and diverse experiences while developing long term relationships with mentors dedicated to the success of the participant and Alaska’s economy. The primary outcome of framework implementation would be increased retention of high potential individuals. The desired secondary outcomes would be a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
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Appendix E: Project Charter
Rt'ar, Lotph
UW MS™ ftoioct
P R O J E C T  C H A R T E R  
V o ffc tn  t ,  D uI e  4 d n S
A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
PROJECT CHARTER
Ryan Loomis
PM 6B6A - Project Initiation and Planning 
MSPM University of Alaska Anchorage 
Spring 2015
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Hyjn Lmnu
UAA MSPi C»p?h:r» r*.y.u:i
P JK if CT OJtRTER 
^rw i 7. Oil?
Section l, Project Overview
L l Project HoStrlpOini
This document defines this protect and details »1 u high level. This p io jeu  is beinR inmated in order to 
dertlhv 9nrt nddrrH  [he issues pwocioled with retaining high pu It: PI Mil h"ilJ'ti-,IC*iial-s In th r  compel ihur 
Alaska Oil & G al Ind ustry 1 h r project manager for tJliS protect, Ryan I nornis, n «  lidl authori-ty as granted 
by the sponsor, Jimio Wilson, To ulllitt a-ry time as needud ta com pete the project
In order to accomplish thr p ic k e t ftoal ot Identifying in d  prMrrssing rrlen lxm  in high potential 
individuals, the prpjeri manager will produce a framework far implemeniiitg u multi-year deffl*apmem  
program. This frunew m  k w lU w  made available 1o all stakeholders.
l .Z P i  0]t!Ct S co p u
Thu projeel will produce two dellvei*bles: 1 i protect managornenl plan that details w a rily  how 1he 
pra>ed w4l be mcrculcd and 2 a framework for msplemcnting a mulLi-yea* development program  
lifftetlriB. high patrnltdl individuals and I he Alaska Okl & Gas industry. The Vi mework will mchJdtt periodic 
|Oti rnovrm enli, mentorship tntsl pi act ices, and duplii-dblt: higher edOC-Stlpri t h r  fram rw ork will come 
From analysis o l a tomoilalkiri uT sources, Including J*lf conducted lilerature reviews and interviews with 
relevant sources. The plannli iR o f this propel will begin August 29fh, 201A and be completed l>¥ December 
15", 2015-
Project Excludes
-  Thai project does ivrt mdude Implementstum of th r  rtavrtapmenl program.
-  TUk nn-newurk will not hr- tailored to a specificcompany, resources, or Individual
* This, prolect does px>i  include a training associated with epc#yne or h an d ti* off tnr
■dpcumentaition.
- This [KYjiprt does nor Include a (tnmotal brr.Tkdaw-n or cost analyst.
■ Ttii’ rr will nu1 be a i c =-l world trst rn thn eMecLivenessOf Lhe designed program
] .^ C r i t ic a l  S uccess F a c to rs
■ Deliverables are complntcd and oubniitleJ on time
* Sufficient Jala Is collected to complete the development pi ogr^in execution plan
* Final frame wo rV :i accepted by the project spnntcii
1.4  AsB U iM |il|£dls
W The advisory cuiiuflitlM W -  te  avd Thle revirw nil praje::l documents and PPM's
■ All d f llv?rpbli- can La LinnpleLed bv CtsnMtiecIO" of PMH.tf. rla-ts series
■ The project manager will be Lhe ui*y ■ eSnuret assigned Id WOtfc W -  mgi-s 
f There is nO funding «pq0drt*d with this project
-  Sul h u m : data IfOm Interviews tn  support analysis.
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Section 2. Project Authority and Milestones 
2 ] Prn](JLt Ovl-j sight Authority
ThiS-project will bi! liking iltM vtsocy comm uter C D raiitingaf] m em bers.The Mlvisorv committer ivl!
■K rv? a t th fl projes.1 Oversold =.i || hartly.
Aduhorv ..................Mi- i-Ii'H
Name Role Ofg B <i 11B THH1
Bueef Hull Primary Aihisor UAA Prefect ManagHrmml
LuAmi P lecard CtHwnlttee Member LlM Preset M jn d ije r  uriL
JOM YVll$on Committee Member
Tr^ninR S LeadenlMp 
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3 .1  FrrtjKt Structure
3
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Appendix F: Sponsor Letter
CHiUH'U.
University
eHodih lu ■ ■ m aiarp Jiv
CH2M H ltl 349 E. 36^ Ave Anchorage, AK 99HH
University of Alaska Anchorage 
Project Management Department ijMSPM)
3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage. Atf -9950E
January 2flr 2013 
Dear M i. Piccard,
I t i i  my sincere pleasure to support Ryan Loomis with his MSPM project. Please accept this letter as our 
approve- for his project developing high performing employees who exhibit potential for leadership 
{high potent a!: in the Oil and Gas i nduftry i n A! aska at CH2M H<LL
CH2M HILL is the second largest employer in the State of Alaska for the oil and gas industry. "This market 
leadership position with over 2,500 employees includes the opportunity to equip and develop the 
currant top performing tai e nt in the company for future managerial positions. "Therefore Mr. Loomis' 
project wi;: be o f considerab e value to the training and deve iopment department called C-H2M HI LL 
University. We are enthus last! c for the potential outcomes of the project i nduding employee 
recruitment, retention, morale, and engagement.
Thank you for all your efforts and for providing an educational environment in which local Finns can 
benefit from the outcomes of thEse projects. 'A'e appreciate you and this program at the University of 
Alaska Anchorage.
I look forward to supporting Mr Loom is in this endeavor and am avail able to address any questions or 
additional support I can provide
Sincerely,
losie Wilson, MBA
REgional framing C. Leadership Development Manager -  Alaska and Russia 
D red Diai-9O7-70T.-l.2fl2 
Mobile Phone- 9O7-230-B179 
Josie.yyilson 5>ch2m .com
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Appendix G: Product Description
A FRAMEWORK FOR A MULTI-YEAR 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TARGETING 
HIGH POTENTIAL INDIVIDUALS IN THE 
ALASKA OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
This product of this pro^ct Is a framework for a IPulU vein dtfvelojjnkent program. There are three key 
iiom ponents lo  this product.
■  The Framework This will lie a document sumrmarlzn^ the research results und provirling 5 
recommended application of cite research, I his recommendation will cuvei the components 
deemed necessary for a multi-year development program in ilie  Alaska Oil & Gas Industry, it 
will be built in a way which can be easily tailored to 4 (pecshc. organization or individual.
• One Pager: Acme page diagiain mirroring an existing program will liedrvH tnKjd  fui easy 
communic.il inn of program components and flow,
• F sample Application: An example application of the framework will be provided for a specific
engineering disci plinr
n addfrion to the product the final prci|ec1 report w II be made available to |h r  PnJpACt Sponsor.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Approvals:
Hyui Luumis, PMP Date Josir Vvsl'rfin □ ate
Project Manager Projccl sponsor
Ayan Loomis -  PM b9bA 
Product Description
Page 1 of I Apr3 5 , 1 0 1 b
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Appendix H: Status Reports
Project Status Report Dashboard #1 -  9/18/14
Synopsis of Pro ject Progress Since Last ReportWhat it ’.s' about an d  w hat it w ill deliver? K ey tasks com pleted  an d  key tasks started.
To address retention, succession planning, expert knowledge-sharing, cross-business collaboration this project will create an execution plan for a long term development program targeting high
Tasks Completed Feasibility Schedule 2nd Committee Spot filled
potential individuals. Key aspects of the program are a rotational work schedule (three locations/roles over 4-5 years), mentorship, and continuing education.
Tasks Started3rd Committee Spot Outreach
Current Status ForecastWhere am I  now ? Am I  on track to m eet next P P M  deliverables?
Currently not on track to meet Fall 2014
Is p ro jec t tracking to next P P M  an d  beyond tow ards p ro je c t com pletion? (Big  p ic tu re  view)
PPM deliverable schedule. Currently on track to meet “soft” milestones as determined by the Feasibility Schedule
Initial Feasibility Schedule indicates meeting PPM4 Spring Deadline is achievable. To do so “soft” milestones for PPM 1-3 will be utilized off schedule from the UAA curriculum.Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key TakeawaysAVhere Help NeededImminent change, risks/respouses, an d  corrective actions/tim ing requ ired  to keep  p ro jec t on track.
Wrap up w ith  key item s an d  w here help  n eeded  from  stakeholders.
Recent change in work schedule - Working 14hr/day seven days a week on slope & 8-10hr/day five-six days a week in town through early November. Response -  defer to spring semester utilizing Feasibility schedule (I *should* have four R&R’s before spring PPM4 deadline)
Left slope on Wednesday and now working in town -  goal per Feasibility schedule is a strong start on PPM1 deliverables & to identify a 3rd committee member.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #2 -  2/6/15
Synopsis of Project Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a guide which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive long term development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the project are a rotational work schedule (three locations/roles over 4-5 years), mentorship, and continuing education. The primary outcome will be increased retention of high potential individuals. The desired secondary outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
PPM 1 Deliverables, including Project Charter and draft schedule through execution. Sponsorship letter obtained, and committee members identified.
Current Status ForecastJust got off slope this week, on track to complete PPM 2 and PPM3 deliverables in the next three weeks. Initial meetings scheduled with all committee members to review project.
I have a tight schedule to complete the project by the end of Fall Semester, 2015. Currently looking at R&R’s and current career coverage to ensure adequate time for the MSPM Capstone project. No concerns on meeting PM 686A deadlines.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededKey risk is lack of availability to work on the project. I have been declining optional off rotation work opportunities and actively communicating my MSPM requirements to limit required off rotational work.
Continuing to w ork  on deliverables after deferral last sem ester w as critica l to  in itia l success this sem ester. K eep ing  fo c u se d  on R & R s is m andatory to m eet the m ajor m ilestones an d  allow  fo r  fin a l  
com pletion in Fall.N eed  feedb a ck  on p ro jec t charter an d  schedule from  a ll com m ittee members.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #3 -  2/24/15
Synopsis of Project Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job rotational every 18-24 months, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The primary outcome will be increased retention of high potential individuals. The desired secondary outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
All PPM 2 Deliverables.Draft PMP, IRB Training complete. IRB submittal document started.
Current Status | | w ForecastPrimary PPM 3 deliverables are complete, working on a few remaining items (product description, knowledge area update). Started PPM 4 deliverables -  primarily the IRB submittal document.
Tight schedule due to rotational slope work and demanding j ob. Currently forecasting to meet all PPM deliverables this semester. Little to no proj ect work anticipated between update 2 and 3.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededKey risk is lack of availability to work on the project. I have been declining optional off rotation work opportunities and actively communicating my MSPM requirements to limit required off rotational work.
Continuing to w ork  on deliverables after 
deferral last sem ester w as critica l to  in itia l success this sem ester. K eep ing  
fo c u se d  on R & R s is m andatory to m eet the m ajor m ilestones an d  allow  fo r  fin a l  
com pletion in Fall.N eed  feedb a ck  on p ro jec t charter an d  
schedule from  a ll com m ittee members.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #4 -  3/16/15
Synopsis of Project Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job rotational every 18-24 months, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The primary outcome will be increased retention of high potential individuals. The desired secondary outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
All PPM 3 Deliverables.IRB submittal document started, key stakeholder review of Draft PMP.
Current Status | | w ForecastPrimary PPM 3 deliverables are complete, focus is now on PPM 4 deliverables.Draft IRB submitted planned for end of the week.
Tight schedule due to rotational slope work and demanding job. Currently forecasting to meet all PPM deliverables this semester. Started R&R midweek, should see all of the final deliverables drafted in the next two weeks and finalized before April 8th.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededKey risk is lack of availability to work on the project. I have been declining optional off rotation work opportunities and actively communicating my MSPM requirements to limit required off rotational work.Updated risk -  mental exhaustion. First order of business to mitigate risk of missing future deadlines is to incorporate all PPM deadline into the work outlook calendar, with a one day reminder. This will reduce the chance of misinterpreting the syllabus in an exhausted state.
Continuing to w ork  on deliverables after deferral last sem ester w as critica l to  in itia l success this sem ester. K eeping  fo c u se d  on R & R s is m andatory to m eet the m ajor m ilestones an d  allow  fo r  fin a l  com pletion in Fall.Key lesson learned in the last month is submit deliverables once they are done, don’t wait two weeks intending to do one last review and then miss the deadline.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #5 -  9/04/15
Synopsis of Pro ject Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job rotational every 18-24 months, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The desired outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
Completed PM 686A.Continued discussions with sponsor. Began research and scheduling interviews.
Current Status | | ForecastCompared to end of PM 686A baseline, behind.
Reviewing schedule, utilizing change control process to adjust scope to ensure 2015 completion.
Tight schedule due to rotational slope work and demanding job. First PPM will be tight (due to the “all research” requirement). Expecting bulk of interviews and all of the lit reviews to be complete by PPM 1, remaining/follow-up interviews by PPM 2.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededKey risk is lack of availability to work on the project. Losing alternate after next R&R. To mitigate, planning project in combination with job requirements -  allows for flexibility in meeting job and project requirements (interviews during work day) while ensure adequate time for my job (12+ hrs a day).
FEL - Need to stay focused and have a first pass of all documentation (“low quality” PPM 3) complete by the end of my next R&R (in 4.5 weeks).
High functioning insomnia would be nice.
Managing risk of mental exhaustion. All PPM deadlines into the work outlook calendar, which reduces the chance of mis-reading the syllabus in an exhausted state.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #6 -  9/25/15
Synopsis of Project Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job rotational every 18-24 months, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The desired outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
Completed PPM1.Continued discussions with sponsor.Completed initial interviews.Rebaselined schedule to incorporated execution changes (as captured in change control process).Utilized change control process to manage scope change/clari ft cation.
________________________________________________________ _______________ _______________  A ________________________________________________________________________________________________________Current Status_____ __________ ^■ J_Forecast_________________________SPI 0.96 after rebaseline of schedule With interviews complete focus is now on(was 0.16). This SPI is within acceptable thresholds as defined by the PMP. analysis and writing. Due to external pressures schedule remains tight but new plan is doable.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededKey risk is lack of availability to work on the project. Losing alternate after this R&R. To mitigate crashed schedule into this R&R and also planned project in combination with job requirements -
FEL - Need to stay focused and have a first pass of all documentation (“low quality” PPM 3) complete by the end of my next R&R (in 1.5 weeks).
allows for flexibility in meeting job and project requirements while ensuring adequate time for my day job (12+ hrs a day).
Managing risk of mental exhaustion. All PPM deadlines into the work outlook calendar, which reduces the chance of mis-reading the syllabus in an exhausted state.
Need to continue discussions with student advisor on deliverable formats and past projects lessons learned.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #7 -  10/23/15
Synopsis of Project Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job rotational every 18-24 months, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The desired outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
Completed PPM2.Interview analysis compiled. Half of findings written up.Literature sources vetted.Schedule updated.Go/No-go decision -  Go.
Current Status ^ ForecastSPI down to a 0.89 from previousl)^. This SPI is outside of the acceptable range. Crashing options discussed with advisor and effort underway to correct.
With interview analysis complete focus is now on literature and writing up the results. Due to external pressures schedule remains tight but new plan is doable.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededKey risk is lack of availability to work on the project.
Managing risk of mental exhaustion. All PPM deadlines into the work outlook calendar, which reduces the chance of mis-reading the syllabus in an exhausted state. -  Update, this saved PPM 2 deliverables, and attendance of classes on correct days.
PM’s R&R starting Wednesday, full focus on writing to ensure high quality draft for 11/6 PPM 3 deadlines. Deliverables and deadlines are achievable if PM can achieve projected availability and keep focused.
Need to continue discussions with student advisor on deliverable formats and past projects lessons learned.
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Project Status Report Dashboard #8 -  11/13/15
Synopsis of Pro ject Progress Since Last ReportThis project will produce a framework which can be utilized by companies to implement competitive multi-year development programs specific to the unique Alaska Oil & Gas industry. Key aspects of the framework are job rotational every 18-24 months, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The desired outcome is a more knowledgeable work force and increased cross business collaboration.
Completed PPM2.Draft paper written.Draft framework created Schedule updated. Go/No-go decision -  Go.
Current Status w ForecastSitting well for completion of deliverables prior to PPM 4 deadlines. Will finish deliverables in the next week.
Anticipated Changes/Key Risks/Corrective Actions Key Takeaways/Where Help NeededCrashing of the schedule worked. Now just need to keep in contact with editing stakeholders for all updates/input.
Feedback on PPM 3 deliverables.
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Appendix I: Research Methods, Analysis Approach, & Sources
Research Methods
Data will be collected in through interviews and self-conducted literature reviews. Surveys will not be done as the potential added value is minimal and does not outweigh the associated risks.Through the literature I will be able to harvest current state information on the Alaskan Oil & Gas industry along with best practices. Specific literature sources will be identified and procured with the assistance of the Project Sponsor, Josie Wilson. Primary tools utilized will be the Get Abstract tool through CH2M HILL University and the UAA Consortium Library. Key words utilized in these searches are: Human Resources, Field Rotation, Job Rotation, Job Rotation Programs, Generational Differences, Modern Mentorship, Coaching vs Mentoring, Millennials, Motivating MillennialsThe interviews will provide feedback on the value of the frameworks components in terms of meeting the project objective of increased retention. Interview sources have not been finalized, however an initial list has been drafted below. Interview sources will be categorized in one of four ways -  management, high potential individuals, individuals executing similar programs, and human resource professionals. A separate set of interview questions will be developed for each category.
Analysis Approach
Retention information will be graphically depicted utilizing a histogram. This will provide indication of industry trends. Intent it to compare target companies (Engineering/Construction/O&M) against the overall industry, and against owner companies with similar programs.Key areas will be identified which effect retention, and frequency of use will be counted and graphed from exit interviews and self-conducted interviews. Increased frequency correlates with higher implied value.All company information will be kept anonymous in final deliverables. One challenge in vetting the information will be the question of authenticity. It is expected that much of the exit interview information and other statistical data will be biased in favor of the company, due to the exiting individual’s reluctance to burn bridges.
Potential Research Sources
Literature Review• Alaska O&G Information
o List of Oil & Gas producers and general contractors in Alaska 
o Retention■ CH2M HILL Retention Statistics■ Other Engineering/Construction/Operations Contractors Retention Statistics• A SRC, AECOM, NWP, CH2M HILL
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• SHRM (Society for Human Resource Management)■ Retention Statistics of Participants in Similar Programs■ Overall Alaska O&G Industry Statistics• UAAISER• SHRM• AEDC (Alaska Economic Development Corporation)■ Exit Interviews• Similar Programso BP Challenger Program o Conoco Summit Program o Others9■ SHRM (Society for Human Resource Management)■ Prior Research• Mentorshipo Define Mentoring in terms of this framework o Get Abstract Business Book Summaries■ Book: Keeping The Millennial o UAA Consortium Databases■ Ask a librarian about which database to use■ LexisNexis -  Business database■ APA.org paper■ Journal of Organizational Behavior o Modern Mentoring Presentation
o Presentations on Millennial & Bridging the Generations 
o SHRM Generational Differences Report
o Terry Nelson (UAA College of Business) -  Leadership Fellows program 
o Articles & books assigned by Paula Donson in PM 690 Advanced Leadership
o Key Words: Human Resources, Field Rotation, Job Rotation, Job Rotation Programs, Generational Differences, Modern Mentorship, Coaching vs Mentoring, Millennials, Motivating Millennials• Higher Educationo Define if education is needed for advancement■ Need research supporting/denying this• Potential sources: LuAnn, ISER• Average income• Average education of C-Level AK peopleo Relevant distance programs that utilize work experience for credits (focus on project, construction, and engineering management)■ UAA MSPM Program■ Undergrad PM Distance Program■ OthersInterviews• Managemento Engineering/Construction/Operations Contractors■ ASRC
■ AECOMThis is a controlled document, refer lo the document control index for the latest revision Revision: 1.2 01-PMP 52
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■ NANA Worley Parsons■ CH2M HILL o Clients?• High Potential Individualso CH2M HILL ALDP Graduates & Participants o Professional Affiliations• Similar Programso Challenger Program o Summit Program o Others• Human Resource Professionalso SHRM
Research Methods & Analysis Approach Approval
RE: Research Methods Approval
From: R oger K Hull (rkhull@uaa.ala^La.edu)
Sent: F ri 4/03/15 11:33 A M
To: T ty an Loomis’ (iyan.loomis.@licitinail.com)
Ryan,
Your Research Method and Analysis Approach fo r PM6S6A are approved. 
Regards,
Roger
Roger K. Hull, PMP, CISM, CRISt
Instructor, PM Dept
UAA
rkhullguaa.alaska.edu 
907-766-1923 (office) 
907-346-6230 {cell)
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Section 1. Project Overview
1.1 Project Description
This document defines this project and details at a high level. This project is being initiated in order to 
identify and address the issues associated with retaining high potential individuals in the competitive 
Alaska Oil & Gas Industry. The project manager for this project, Ryan Loomis, has full authority as granted 
by the sponsor, Josie Wilson, to utilize any time as needed to complete the project
In order to accomplish the project goal of identifying and addressing retention in high potential 
individuals, the project manager will produce a framework for implementing a multi-year development 
program. This framework will be made available to all stakeholders.
1.2 Project Scope
This project will produce two deliverables: 1. a project management plan that details exactly how the 
project will be executed and 2. a framework for implementing a multi-year development program 
targeting high potential individuals and the Alaska Oil & Gas industry. The framework will include periodic 
job movements, mentorship best practices, and applicable higher education. The framework will come 
from analysis of a compilation of sources, including self-conducted literature reviews and interviews with 
relevant sources. The planning of this project will begin August 29th, 2014 and be completed by December 
15st, 2015.
Project Excludes
• This project does not include implementation of the development program.
• This framework will not be tailored to a specific company, resources, or individual.
• This project does not include a training associated with applying or handing off the 
documentation.
• This project does not include a financial breakdown or cost analysis.
• There will not be a real world test on the effectiveness of the designed program.
1.3 Critical Success Factors
• Deliverables are completed and submitted on time
• Sufficient data is collected to complete the development program execution plan
• Final framework is accepted by the project sponsor
1.4Assumptions
• The advisory committee will be available review all project documents and PPM's
• All deliverable can be completed by completion of PM686 class series
• The project manager will be the only resource assigned to work packages
• There is no funding associated with this project
• Sufficient data from interviews to support analysis.
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1.5 Constraints
Schedule Scope Cost
at'.'j b h 'inm u '..tr.-wt , "v 
Fixed X
Somewhat Flexible X
Flexible X
1.6High Level Project Risks
R isk R e giste r
Risk Name Description of Risk .ikelihooc Impact Risk Level Response Type Owner
External Risks (Conditions outside the control of the project)
PMP PMP not approved by Sponsor Low High Low Mitigate; Check in with sponsor 
throughout planning process
Sponsor
Research Lack of available interviewees Medium Medium Medium Mitigate; early identification and 
contact of interviewees
PM
PMP, Project 
Completion
Project Manager has 
unscheduled work shifts or 
extended work shifts.
High High High
Mitigate; PM to decline optional 
OT, build slack into schedule by 
reducing PM resource availability. 
Discuss with supervisor, clear 
communication on R&R 
commitments. Project deadlines 
are to be incorporated into PM's 
Outlook calendar.
PM
Internal Risks I[Conditions within the control of the |aroject)
Project
Completion PM Defers
High Medium High
Mitigate; Plan PM 686A and 686B 
a semester apart. Work on 
deliverables prior to start of 
semester.
PM
Research Lack of Data Medium High Medium
Mitigate; determine sources 
during planning phase. Begin 
contact of potential sources 
during planning.
PM
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Section 2. Project Authority and Milestones
2.1 Project Oversight Authority
This project will be using an advisory committee consisting of 3 members. The advisory committee will 
serve as the project oversight authority.
Advisory Committee Members
Name Role Organization
Roger Hull Primary Advisor UAA Project Management
LuAnn Piccard Committee Member UAA Project Management
Josie Wilson
i
L .  _____________________________ -
Committee Member
:________________ ____
Training & Leadership 
Development Manager
______________  ______  _________ _ ______________________________ 1
2.2 Projected Major Project Milestones
Milestone/Deliverable Target Date
Project Start 8/29/14
Presentation of PMP 4/20/15
Planning Complete 4/28/15
Framework Complete 11/20/15
Presentation of Project Deliverables 12/15/15
Project Completion 12/15/15
Section 3. Project Organization
3.1 Project Structure
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3.2 Roles and Responsibilities
Role Responsibility
Project Manager Manage project and complete all deliverables
Project Sponsor Accept final project deliverables
Primary Advisory Committee Advise project manager during all phases of project
Student Committee Provide as needed review and guidance
3.3 Responsibility Matrix
Major Milestone Project Project Primary Com m ittee C om m ittee
Manager SDonsor Advisor: Hull Mem ber- Mpm hpr-
p t c c a i a W IIS O I1
PPM 1 R C A C C
PPM 2 R A c c
PPM 3 R A c c
PPM 4 R A c c
Presentation of 
PMP
R C A 1 1
Project Execution: 
Phase 1
R A c c
Project Execution: 
Phase 2
R A c c
Project Execution: 
Phase 3
R A c c
Project Execution: 
Phase 4
R A c c
Final Presentation 
of Deliverables
R C A 1 1
Project Closeout R C A 1 1
R-Responsible A=Approve C= Consult 1= Inform
Section 4. Points of Contact
Role
Project Manager 
Primary 
Committee 
Advisor
Name / Organization
Ryan Loomis
Roger Hull / UAA Faculty
Phone
(425) 344-9684 
(907) 786-1923
Email
Ryan.Loomis@hotmail.com
RKHull@uaa.alaska.edu
Project Sponsor 
& Committee
Josie Wilson/CH2M HILL (907) 230-8179 Josie.Wilson@ch2m.com
Member
Committee
Member
LuAnn Piccard / UAA Faculty (907) 786-1917 LPiccard@uaa.alaska.edu
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Section 5. Project Acceptance
Approval of the Project Charter indicates an understanding of the purpose and content described 
in this document. By signing this document, each individual agrees work should be initiated on this 
project and necessary resources should be committed as described herein.
Section 6. Revision History
Version Pate___________Name, Description
0.0 11/17/14 Ryan Loomis, Project Manager Project Charter Creation
1.0 1/30/15 Ryan Loomis, Project Manager Project Charter Draft
2.0 4/3/15 Ryan Loomis, Project Manager Project Charter Finalized
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University
choose  to  learn every  day
CH2M HILL 949 E. 36th Ave Anchorage, AK 99508
University of Alaska Anchorage 
Project Management Department (MSPM)
3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99508
January 28, 2015 
Dear Ms. Piccard,
It is my sincere pleasure to support Ryan Loomis with his MSPM project. Please accept this letter as our 
approval for his project developing high performing employees who exhibit potential for leadership 
(high potential) in the Oil and Gas industry in Alaska at CH2M HILL.
CH2M HILL is the second largest employer in the State of Alaska for the oil and gas industry. This market 
leadership position with over 2,600 employees includes the opportunity to equip and develop the 
current top performing talent in the company for future managerial positions. Therefore, Mr. Loomis' 
project will be of considerable value to the training and development department called CH2M HILL 
University. We are enthusiastic for the potential outcomes of the project including employee 
recruitment, retention, morale, and engagement.
Thank you for all your efforts and for providing an educational environment in which local firms can 
benefit from the outcomes of these projects. We appreciate you and this program at the University of 
Alaska Anchorage.
I look forward to supporting Mr. Loomis in this endeavor and am available to address any questions or 
additional support I can provide.
Josie Wilson, MBA
Regional Training & Leadership Development Manager-Alaska and Russia 
Direct Dial-907-762-1282 
Mobile Phone- 907-230-8179 
Josie.Wilson@ch2m.com
Sincerely,
